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I. PROJECT SUMMARY
Date:

March 2021

Project Title:

Fort Dick Flats General Plan Amendment and Zone Reclassification

Lead Agency:

County of Del Norte

Contact:

Taylor Carsley, Planner
County of Del Norte
Community Development Department
981 H Street, Suite 110
Crescent City, California 95531
(707) 464-7254

Location:

The project area (Site) is approximately 211.71 acres in size and includes two of the
four legal parcels comprising the tract known as Fort Dick Flats (308 total acres),
which include Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (APNs) 106-021-074 (112.21 acres) and
106-021-076 (99.50 acres). The Site is located in the community of Fort Dick in Del
Norte County, California, west of Highway 101 and Wonder Stump Road. The Site
also includes the triangle-shaped area east of Highway 101 and west of Wonder
Stump Road. Wonder Stump Road provides access to the Site (see Figure 1).

Coastal Zone:

No

Affected Parcel(s):

Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (APNs) 106-021-074 and 106-021-076

Current County of Del Norte General Plan Land Use Designation: Timberland (TBR) (see Figure 2)
Proposed County of Del Norte County General Plan Land Use Designation: Rural Residential with one lot unit
per three acres (RR3) (see Figure 3)
Current County of Del Norte Zoning Designation: Timberland Preserve Zone (TPZ) (see Figure 4)
Proposed County of Del Norte Zoning Designation: Rural Residential with three- to five-acre lot sizes and
Manufactured Housing Combining District (RR-3 MFH) (see Figure 5)
Anticipated Permits and Approvals:
1)
County of Del Norte General Plan Amendment and Zone Reclassification
Tribal Cultural Resources: Have California Native American tribes traditionally and culturally affiliated with
the project area requested consultation pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21080.3.1? If so, is there
a plan for consultation that includes, for example, the determination of significance of impacts to tribal
cultural resources, procedures regarding confidentiality, etc.?
On October 1, 2018, the Applicant’s consultant (LACO Associates) prepared and submitted letters to two
local Tribes, including the Tolowa Dee-ni’ Nation and Elk Valley Rancheria, to seek input regarding any
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specific areas within the project boundary that may be likely to harbor culturally valuable resources and
therefore merit additional protection.
Correspondence was received from the Elk Valley Rancheria Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO) on
October 22, 2018, in which it was noted that the Site has the potential to contain archaeological materials,
but are not aware of any specific sites that are of concern. The Elk Valley Tribe requested immediate
notification, should any archaeological materials be located during the course of work.
A letter response was also received from the Tolowa Dee-ni’ Nation THPO on October 26, 2018, in which it
was noted the Site is located within their aboriginal territory, expressed concerns about the potential for
cultural resources within the project area, and requested a site visit. In follow up correspondence dated
November 12, 2018, it was noted that two representatives from the Tolowa Dee-ni’ Nation walked a small
portion of the Site, but were unable to make a determination.
CEQA Requirement:
The proposed project is subject to the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The
Lead Agency is the County of Del Norte. The purpose of this Initial Study (IS) is to provide a basis for
determining whether to prepare an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) or a Negative Declaration. This IS is
intended to satisfy the requirements of the CEQA (Public Resources Code, Div. 13, Sec. 21000-21177) and
the State CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Sec 15000-15387).
CEQA encourages lead agencies and applicants to modify their projects to avoid significant adverse
impacts (CEQA Section 20180(c) (2) and State CEQA Guidelines Section 15070(b) (2)).
Section 15063(d) of the State CEQA Guidelines states that an IS shall contain the following information in
brief form:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
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A description of the project including the project location
Identification of the environmental setting
Identification of environmental effects by use of a checklist, matrix, or other method, provided that
entries on a checklist or other form are briefly explained to provide evidence to support the entries
Discussion of means to mitigate significant effects identified, if any
Examination of whether the project would be consistent with existing zoning, plans, and other
applicable land use controls
The name of the person or persons who prepared and/or participated in the Initial Study
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II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Green Diamond Resource Company (GDRCo) seeks planning entitlements for a general plan amendment
(GPA) and a ten-year Timberland Preserve Zone (TPZ) reclassification for approximately 211.7 acres portion
of the land known as Fort Dick Flats (308 total acres) (proposed project). The project area includes two
legal parcels identified as Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (APNs) 106-021-074 and -076, and located in the
unincorporated community of Fort Dick in Del Norte County, California (Site). The Site is located west of
Highway 101 and Wonder Stump Road, and includes the triangle-shaped area east of Highway 101 and
west of Wonder Stump Road (see Figure 1).
The Site is currently designated as “Timberland” (TBR) under the Del Norte County General Plan and is
currently zoned as “Timberland Preserve Zone” (TPZ) under the Del Norte County Zoning Code. GDRCo
would like to amend the existing land use and zoning designations to Rural Residential with one unit per
three acres (RR3) and Rural Residential with three- to five-acre lot sizes and a Manufactured Housing
combining district (RR-3 MFH), respectively. At this time, only a change in the Site’s current land use and
zoning designations, including a ten-year TPZ rollout, is being proposed for the Site. A subdivision or any
associated development is not currently proposed; however, future residential development is anticipated
on-site after the 10-year TPZ rollout is finalized. The MFH combining district would allow for more flexibility
once future development is proposed, by allowing for either a conventional single family residential
dwelling or a manufactured home on each potential 3 acre minimum lot.
Future Development Potential
LACO Associates (LACO) prepared and delivered a letter to the County, titled Development Potential of
Green Diamond Resource Company’s Fort Dick Flats Property (Development Potential Letter), dated
December 15, 2017 (see Appendix B), to provide the results of LACO’s analysis and memorialize the
development potential of the Site under GDRCo’s requested land use and zoning designations. The
property contains several constraint areas, including seasonal wetlands and Class I and II watercourses in
the northern and southwestern portions of the Site, which require a minimum building setback of a least 100
feet from the top of bank or outer edge of riparian vegetation, whichever is greater. Based on Site
characteristics and review of the characteristics of the surrounding Fort Dick area, LACO’s analysis assumes
a conservative 150 foot setback from the centerline of all on-site Class I and II watercourses, to account for
a potential riparian area of approximately 50 feet from the identified watercourses. Additionally, as
required per Table 2-1 (Future Traffic Noise Levels Along Del Norte County Roadways) from Section 2 (Safety
and Noise) of the County’s General Plan, a required 251-foot noise buffer on either side of Highway 101, as
measured from the centerline of Highway 101, is also required. LACO also assumes that future development
on-site would include any identified wetland(s) on as few new lots as possible per California Department of
Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) general guidelines to protect the resource and minimize multiple owners and
managers.
After consideration of the identified resources and required buffer zones from each resource, the Site is
estimated to have a development potential of 167 acres (see Figure 6). In the future, if a residential
subdivision of the Site is proposed, the Site would allow for up to a maximum of 55 residential lots, assuming
the requested land use and zoning designations of RR3 and RR-3 MFH, respectively, are approved for the
Site, as shown in Table 1 below.
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Table 1: Development Potential of Site
Developable Acres*
167

Minimum Density
(1 du/5 acres)**
33

Maximum Density
(1 du/3 acres)**
55

* Developable area accounts for a 150 foot setback from the centerline of all
identified Class I and II watercourses on-site, in addition to the 251 foot required
setback from the centerline of Highway 101.
** Minimum and maximum densities calculated assuming the approval of
GDRCo’s requested modifications to the Site’s current land use and zoning
designations are approved.

For a conservative approach, the analysis contained in this Initial Study will evaluate the maximum
development potential of the Site, which includes future development of a single family residence or
manufacture home on each potential lot (up to 55 maximum). While second dwelling units are permitted
with issuance of a use permit, in accordance with Section 20.00.20 (Application) of the Del Norte County
Code, there are very specific requirements for when a second unit may be permitted. Pursuant to Section
20.00.30 of the Del Norte County Code, a second single-family unit may be permitted if:
•
The subject parcel is within an R, RR, FR, CR, A or AE zone district;
•
The second unit is consistent with the allowable density of the applicable General Plan designation
and zoning designation (i.e., the subject parcel consists of a minimum of twice the minimum parcel
size required by the general plan and zoning);
•
The second unit must be situated on the subject parcel so that the parcel could be subdivided,
under standards applicable at the time of application, without resulting in two dwellings on one
parcel;
•
The second unit shall comply with height, setback, lot coverage, architectural standards, site plan
review, fees, charges and other zoning requirements generally applicable to residential placement
in the zone in which the property is located at the time for application of the building permit; and
•
Each dwelling shall be provided with separate utility connections (although a shared well may be
approved by the health department).
Pursuant to Sections 20.00.40 (Senior Second Units) and 20.00.50 (Invalid Family Care), temporary second
units may be permitted on-site for immediate family members of the primary residents of the parcel and
are either seniors (62 years or older) and/or requiring invalid care. However, once the occupant(s) of the
second dwelling unit no longer reside in the unit or qualify for the use permitted, the temporary unit or
portion of the primary residence utilized as a second unit shall be removed and/or no longer used for
second dwelling purposes (including removal of the kitchen facilities and any duplicate utilities).
Since the analysis assumes that one single family residence or manufactured home would be developed
per each 3 acre lot, permanent second units would not be allowed on-site. Although temporary second
units may be permitted, these units are not included in our analysis, as they would only be temporary in
nature and eventually removed from the applicable lot. As such, the analysis contained in this Initial Study
assumes full build-out of the Site would equate to 55 residences on-site.
Additionally, while up to 167 acres of the Site may be potentially developed in the future, Blair Forestry
Consulting, LLC (2019) estimates that anticipated future development on-site is anticipated to result in the
removal of approximately 55 acres (approximately 26 percent) of trees out of the total developable
acreage. Such area would be utilized for home site development and associated infrastructure of roads
and drives. Although 167 acres is the total allowable developable area on-site (which accounts for
necessary buffer areas), given observed history of residential development on rural forested lands, such as
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the Site, home site development is typically limited to clearing of one (1) acre or less, as trees are often
retained to provide seclusion screening, and buffering from neighboring properties. However, in order to
analyze the project’s “worst-case scenario”, the analysis contained in this Initial Study assumes the entire
developable area (167 acres) may be cleared and developed in the future.
Due to the slow growth rate of the area, it is anticipated that construction would occur on-site as necessary
to accommodate the anticipated housing needs of the area, which would likely occur over the course of
many years. Before the anticipated future residential construction can begin, the 10-year TPZ rollout would
need to be finalized and a subdivision would be necessary to divide the Site into individual 3 acre minimum
lots.
Site Access
The Site is currently accessed via Wonder Stump Road, which runs adjacent to the southeastern portion of
the Site. If and when future development is proposed at the Site, roadway improvements may be required,
including but not limited to roadway widening and/or additional access points.
Future Subdivision Improvements
Future subdivision and development of residential units at the Site may require subdivision improvements,
such as sidewalks, curbs, gutters, drainage features, and roadway improvements in accordance with
County and/or California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) requirements, may be deferred until
specific development plans are proposed, pursuant to Section 66411.1 of the Subdivision Map Act. No
specific subdivision and development plans for the Site are proposed at the time.
Services and Utilities
The Site is currently undeveloped and forested and not served by utilities. Once development is proposed
at the Site, electricity would be extended to the Site and provided by Pacific Power. Since the Site is not
within the service boundary of any community services district, the Site is and would continue to not be
served by community water or wastewater service. Future residential development anticipated at the Site
is expected to utilize on-site wells and wastewater treatment systems, such as conventional gravity, shallow
low-pressure distribution, or Wisconsin mound on-site wastewater treatment systems. Since there is no
natural gas service in the County, anticipated future residential development would utilize electricity
and/or propane for household appliances, in addition to heating and cooking activities. Two local
propane providers, Blue Star Gas and Suburban Propane, are located in Crescent City and serve the local
area. Additionally, Recology Del Norte provides weekly curbside garbage, recycling, and green waste
collection within Del Norte County, and would serve the anticipated future development.
Special Studies
Several special studies have been prepared for the proposed project and are summarized below:
Biological and Botanical Resources
A Fort Dick Flats Preliminary Biological Survey technical memorandum (Biological Report) (see Appendix D)
was prepared by LACO on June 20, 2019, in order to determine if the Site contains sensitive biological
resources, such as sensitive or special status species or habitat areas. A site visit was conducted on
September 27, 2018. Prior to and during the survey, a number of resources were consulted to determine
potential areas of sensitive plant and wildlife species occurrence in the vicinity of the Site, including the
results of biological surveys completed by GDRCo. A portion of the Site, in addition to adjacent GDRCoowned lands, were included under Timber Harvest Plan (THP) No. 01-09-009DEL. In anticipation of THP 1-09009DEL, biological surveys were conducted by GDRCo biologists and examined the vegetated and
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aquatic habitats found on-site, including Class I and II streams, and conducted Northern Spotted Owl
(NSO) and aquatic vertebrate surveys. During the September 2018 site visit, special habitat areas, such as
habitat edges and wetlands, were assessed at interval cross sections to gain a representational sampling of
habitat classification and structure.
The Site contains coastal coniferous forest, Class I and Class II stream courses, and seasonal wetland
habitats. Preliminary mapping of the Site from GDRCo acknowledges the occurrence of two stream
courses on-site and illustrates a 150-foot setback for each drainage (see Figure 6). The results of the aquatic
vertebrate surveys conducted by GDRCo indicate that the Class I stream provides fish access to much of
the drainage. No rare plant species, no NSO, and limited sensitive aquatic vertebrate species were
detected under GDRCo’s biological surveys. While sensitive aquatic vertebrates, including Northern Redlegged Frog (Rana aurora) and Southern torrent salamander (Rhyacotriton vaiegatus), were detected
within the boundaries of THP 01-09-009DEL, these species were located east of Highway 101 and not within
the boundaries of the Site. However, suitable habitat is present on or near the Site for several special-status
species. The Biological Report recommends an official botanical survey and wetland delineation be
completed prior to any Site development to determine the extent of riparian vegetation and top of bank
to determine necessary setback distances from the on-site Class I and II watercourses in order to
adequately protect these resources.
In addition, site visit photos from April 2008 provide evidence of ponding at road intersections or poorly
drained low spots of the existing timber access road system and aquatic vertebrate use at one location
has been documented. Since the ponded areas found on the existing timber access road system have not
been adequately documented, the Biological Report recommends these locations be mapped in early
spring to confirm biological function and value and mitigation proposed to locate, develop, and monitor
successful pond development on-site. It is recommended that the location of the proposed mitigation area
be an addition to the proposed Class I stream setback and be sized at a 1:1 replacement.
Preliminary Traffic Memorandum
A Preliminary Traffic Analysis technical memorandum (Preliminary Traffic Analysis) (see Appendix F) was
prepared by LACO on August 27, 2019, in order to evaluate the potential traffic impacts that could occur
under build out of the Site under the requested land use and zoning designations. The traffic circulation of
the Existing, Future, and Future plus Project conditions were evaluated using level of service (LOS) and
control delay. Intersections of interest include Wonder Stump Road and (1) Highway 101, (2) Elk Valley Cross
Road, and (3) Kings Valley Road. The Preliminary Traffic Analysis found that the intersections of Wonder
Stump Road and Elk Valley Cross Road and Wonder Stump Road and Kings Valley Road are likely to
experience an insignificant impact as a result of the anticipated future residential development. The
intersection of Wonder Stump Road and Highway 101 is likely to be the primary route for vehicles traveling
to and from the Site and was thus further analyzed in the Preliminary Traffic Analysis.
Currently, the Wonder Stump Road/Highway 101 intersection operates at LOS A, indicating free-flow
conditions. The analysis concluded that anticipated future build-out of the Site has the potential to
generate approximately 53 morning (AM) and 70 afternoon (PM) peak-hour trips and that the intersection
would be expected to continue to operate at LOS under the Future and Future plus Project conditions. The
longest delay anticipated is 10 seconds during the AM peak-hour on Wonder Stump Road, which would still
be considered LOS A.
Since there is no left-turn lane from Highway 101 onto Wonder Stump Road, the Preliminary Traffic Analysis
note that there is the potential of traffic backing up on Highway 101 northbound, as vehicles wait to turn
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left onto Wonder Stump Road. The delay on northbound Highway 101 is not predicted to be significant.
However, when anticipated future development is proposed for the Site, after completion of the 10-year
TPZ rollout, it may become necessary to create a designated left-turn lane and should be further analyzed
at the time future residential development is proposed. Due to the size of the property, the Preliminary
Traffic Analysis recommends that additional access points also be analyzed. A formal Traffic Impact Study
(TIS) is recommended prior to the approval of any residential development project on-site.
Preliminary On-Site Wastewater Treatment Evaluation
LACO was retained by GDRCo to determine the suitability of the Site for private on-site wastewater
treatment systems. The results of LACO’s analysis is provided in a letter to GDRCo, titled Preliminary On-Site
Wastewater Treatment Evaluation Test Results, dated May 2, 2018 (see Appendix G). As provided in the
letter, percolation tests were conducted to obtain preliminary data of the soils infiltration capacity and
determine preliminary on-site wastewater treatment system designs.
LACO conducted an on-site wastewater treatment system exploration, in general accordance with the
current Del Norte County Sewage Disposal Regulations, at six locations across the Site to determine the
suitability of on-site wastewater treatment. Potential residential sites in the vicinity of two Piezometers (PZ;
PZ-5 and PZ-6), located within the southern and southwestern portions of the Site, appear to be able to
support conventional gravity on-site wastewater treatment systems. All other PZ locations (PZ-1 through PZ4), located in the southeastern, northeastern, northwestern, and western portions of the Site, respectively,
due to high groundwater elevations (between 2 and 5 feet below ground surface[bgs]) encountered
during percolation testing would require shallow low-pressure distribution or Wisconsin mound on-site
wastewater treatment systems.
Preliminary Groundwater Supply Assessment
On November 2, 2018, LACO prepared a Preliminary Groundwater Supply Assessment Technical
Memorandum (Preliminary Groundwater Supply Assessment) (see Appendix H), to evaluate the feasibility of
developing domestic well(s) on-site to serve future residential development anticipated at the Site. The
Battery Formation is the principal acquirer in the southern two-thirds of the Smith River Plain and the local
groundwater resource. Well yields within the Battery Formation and located near the Site are noted as
generally large enough for domestic and limited irrigation uses. Based on existing available data published
by the Department of Water Resources, preliminary findings of drilling explorations at the Site, and analysis
of precipitation, groundwater levels, and expected future water usage, it appears that the Battery
Formation is capable of supplying the minimum daily domestic waste supply required to serve the
maximum number of residential lots anticipated at the Site in the future (55 lots).
The Preliminary Groundwater Supply Assessment provides several recommendations regarding the depth,
siting, and sealing of the anticipated wells, in addition to completing a test well to confirm the aquifer has
adequate capacity.
Foresters’ Report
A Fort Dick Flats Zone Reclassification Foresters’ Report for Ten-Year-Roll-Out (Foresters’ Report; see
Appendix I) was prepared by Blair Forestry Consulting, LLC for the project on July 10, 2019, to evaluate the
current timber stock and its future harvesting potential, compatibility of the proposed GPA/ZR with the
surrounding area, and the anticipated change in tax revenue for the County should the project be
approved. As noted in the Foresters’ Report, the Site is located adjacent the residentially-zoned areas,
which are directly to the north, south, and west of the Site. The majority of the Site has been subject to
evenaged harvesting (clearcutting) multiple times over the last 20 years, resulting in an average stand age
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of ±16 years, with scatter residual trees in the 50- to 80-year classes (generally located within the riparian
areas).
It is noted in the Foresters’ Report that the proposed land use and zoning designations are compatible with
the adjacent land use and zoning designations and that future anticipated residential development would
not adversely impact neighboring lands. It is the opinion of the Registered Professional Forester (RPF) who
prepared the Foresters’ Report that the land use and zoning designations proposed under the project and
anticipated future residential development are better suited for the Site than continued timber production
due to the young conifer stocking on the Site, surrounding land uses, proximity to existing development and
infrastructure, and benefit to the County through increased tax revenue.

III. PROJECT SETTING AND LOCATION
The Site, approximately 211.71 acres in size, includes two of the four legal parcels comprising the property
known as Fort Dick Flats, identified as Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (APNs) 106-021-074 (112.21 acres) and 106021-076 (99.50 acres). The entire Fort Dick Flats property totals approximately 308 acres and straddles
Highway 101 between Lake Earl Drive and Kings Valley Road, in the community of Fort Dick in Del Norte
County, California. Fort Dick is located approximately 5 miles north of Crescent City and approximately 15
miles south of the California-Oregon state line. Wonder Stump Road bisects the Fort Dick Flats property and
provides access to the Site. As shown in Figure 1, the Site is located west of Highway 101, in addition to the
triangle-shaped area east of Highway 101 and west of Wonder Stump Road.
The Site is currently undeveloped and is located outside of the Coastal Zone. The Site was last logged by
GDRCo in 2010 and contains former logging roads throughout the Site. The Site is forested with young
conifers and alders and contains stumps and thick underbrush. The topography of the Site and surrounding
area is gently sloping. The Site is located at an elevation of approximately 125 feet above mean sea level
and slopes to the west at an approximately 5 to 10 percent slope.
Although the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s (USFWS) National Wetlands Inventory does not show any
wetlands or riparian habitat within the boundaries of the Site, several constraint areas, including seasonal
wetlands and Class I and II watercourses in the northern and southwestern portions of the Site (tributaries to
Yonkers Creek and Camp Six Creek) were identified on-site during surveys completed as part of the Timber
Harvest Plan (THP) prepared in 2009 for a portion of the Site and adjacent GDRCo lands. The identified
resources require a minimum building setback of a least 100 feet from the top of bank or outer edge of
riparian vegetation, whichever is greater. Additionally, a 251-foot noise buffer, measured from the
centerline of Highway 101, is required at the Site, on either side of Highway 101, pursuant to the Del Norte
County General Plan.
Surrounding uses include rural residential development and timberland to the north, south, east, and west
of the Site. Additionally, Lake Earl is located approximately 0.9 miles west of the Site, the Smith River is
located approximately 1.1 miles east of the Site, and the Pacific Ocean is located approximately 3.3 miles
west of the Site. Pelican Bay State Prison is located approximately one-half mile to the north.

IV. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
An environmental checklist follows this section, and addresses all potential adverse effects resulting from
the proposed project. No significant adverse effects are expected from any of the proposed activities.
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V. ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED
The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving at least
one impact that is a “Potentially Significant Impact” or "Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation
Incorporated" as indicated by the checklists on the following pages.
X

Aesthetics

X

Biological Resources

X

Agriculture and Forestry
Resources
Cultural Resources

X

Geology/Soils

X

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

X

Land Use/Planning
Population/Housing
Transportation

Hydrology/Water Quality
Noise
Recreation
X

Utilities/Service Systems

Wildfire

X

X

Air Quality
Energy
Hazards & Hazardous
Materials
Mineral Resources
Public Services
Tribal Cultural Resources
Mandatory Findings of
Significance

An explanation for all checklist responses is included, and all answers take into account the whole action
involved and the following types of impacts: off-site and on-site; cumulative and project-level; indirect and
direct; and construction and operational. The explanation of each issue identifies (a) the threshold of
significance, if any, used to evaluate each question; and (b) the mitigation measure identified, if any, to
reduce the impact to less than significance. All mitigation measures are provided in the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) (see Appendix A).
In the checklist the following definitions are used:
"Potentially Significant Impact" means there is substantial evidence that an effect may be
significant.
"Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated" means the incorporation of one or more
mitigation measures can reduce the effect from potentially significant to a less than significant
level.
“Less Than Significant Impact” means that the effect is less than significant and no mitigation is
necessary to reduce the impact to a lesser level.
“No Impact” means that the effect does not apply to the proposed project, or clearly will not
impact nor be impacted by the proposed project.
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DETERMINATION: (To be completed by the Lead Agency on the basis of this initial evaluation)
I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment, and a
NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment,
there will not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the project have been
made by or agreed to by the project proponent. A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be
prepared.
I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.
I find that the proposed project MAY have a “potentially significant impact” or “potentially
significant unless mitigated” impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has been
adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and 2) has
been addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis as described on attached
sheets. An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required, but it must analyze only the effects that
remain to be addressed.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment,
because all potentially significant effects (a) have been analyzed adequately in an earlier EIR or
NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to applicable standards, and (b) have been avoided or
mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION, including revisions or mitigation
measures that are imposed upon the proposed project, nothing further is required.

March 23, 2021
Signature

Date

Taylor Carsley, Planner
Name and Title
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I.

AESTHETICS. Except as provided in Public
Resources Code Section 21099, would the
project:

a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

b) Substantially damage scenic resources, including,
but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and
historic buildings within a state scenic highway?
c) In non-urbanized areas, substantially degrade the
existing visual character or quality of public views of
the site and its surroundings? (Public views are those
that are experienced from publicly accessible
vantage point). If the project is in an urbanized area,
would the project conflict with applicable zoning
and other regulations governing scenic quality?
d) Create a new source of substantial light or glare,
which would adversely affect day or nighttime views
in the area?
Thresholds of Significance: The project would have a significant effect on aesthetics if it would have a
substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista; substantially damage scenic resources, including but not
limited to trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway; substantially
degrade the existing visual character or quality of public views of the site and its surroundings (if the project
is in a non-urbanized area) or conflict with applicable zoning and other regulations governing scenic
quality (if the project is in an urbanized area); or create a new source of substantial light or glare, which
would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area.
DISCUSSION
The approximately 211.7-acre Site is currently forested and undeveloped. The Site is located adjacent to
Highway 101 and is bisected in the southeastern portion of the Site by Wonder Stump Road. The Site was
last logged by GDRCo in 2010 and contains former logging roads throughout the Site. The Site is forested
with young conifers and alders and contains stumps and thick underbrush. The Site contains several
constraint areas, including seasonal wetlands and Class I and II watercourses (tributaries to Yonkers Creek
and Camp Six Creek), which were identified in the northern and southwestern portions of the Site, during
surveys completed as part of the Timber Harvest Plan (THP) prepared in 2009 for the Site and adjacent
GDRCo lands. The identified resources require a minimum building setback of a least 100 feet from the top
of bank or outer edge of riparian vegetation, whichever is greater. Additionally, a 251-foot noise buffer,
measured from the centerline of Highway 101, is required at the Site, on either side of Highway 101.
Surrounding uses include rural residential development and timberland to the north, south, east, and west
of the Site. Additionally, Lake Earl is located approximately 0.9 miles west of the Site, the Smith River is
located approximately 1.1 miles east of the Site, and the Pacific Ocean is located approximately 3.3 miles
west of the Site. Pelican Bay State Prison is located approximately a half a mile to the north.
I.a) Although views of the Site constitute forested views, the Site is not located within a County-mapped or
designated scenic vista area. However, pursuant to Policy 6.B.1 of Section 6 (Scenic Resources) of the Del
Norte County General Plan, “the County should support the maintenance and enhancement of the scenic
qualities of Highways 101, 197, and 199, while ensuring the improvement of these routes and the economic
viability of the area they serve.” Although no development is currently proposed on-site, residential
development is anticipated at the Site in the future, including a maximum build-out of 55 single family
residences or manufactured homes, after the 10-year TPZ rollout is finalized. The anticipated future
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residential development may substantially impact the existing visual character or quality of public views of
the Site and its surroundings, since up to 167 acres of the Site could be cleared in order to accommodate
the anticipated future development, although many trees are likely to be retained on-site in order to
provide seclusion, screening, and buffering from neighboring properties. As provided in the Fort Dick Flats
Zone Reclassification Foresters’ Report for Ten-Year-Roll-Out (Foresters’ Report; see Appendix I), prepared
by Blair Forestry Consulting, LLC on July 10, 2019, it is likely that the majority of the Site would remain
forested and only about 55 acres (26 percent of the Site), or 1 acre of clearing per individual parcel, would
be cleared to accommodate home site development and associated infrastructure of roads and drives,
consistent with observed history of residential development on rural forested lands. However, in order to
evaluate the maximum build-out of the Site, the analysis contained in this Initial Study assumes the entire
“developable area” would be cleared.
In order to minimize potential visual impacts associated with anticipated future development of the Site
and maintain existing forested views to the maximum extent feasible, pursuant to Mitigation Measure AES1, the project developer and contractor shall retain existing trees along the Site’s boundaries to provide
visual screening of the Site and anticipated future residential development. With mitigation incorporated, a
less than significant impact would occur
I.b) Within Del Norte County, there are several eligible State scenic highways, including Highway 101, 197,
and 199. In addition, a 12-mile portion of Highway 101 within Del Norte Redwoods State Park is an Officially
Designated State Scenic Highway (Caltrans, 2018); however, this is located south of the Site. While up to
167 acres may be cleared on-site in order to accommodate anticipated future residential development,
the portion of Highway 101 adjacent to the Site is neither officially designated or an eligible State scenic
highway Caltrans, 2018). As a result, no impact would occur.
I.c) Currently, forested views of the Site are visible from Highway 101 and Wonder Stump Road. The
proposed project does not involve any development at the time. However, future residential development
is anticipated at the Site, including the development of up to 55 single family residences or manufactured
homes spanning approximately 167 acres. As discussed above, the anticipated future development at the
Site may substantially impact the existing visual character or quality of public views of the Site and its
surroundings, as up to 167 acres of the Site could be cleared in order to accommodate the anticipated
future development. While the Site is currently designated and zoned as Timberland (TBR) and Timberland
Preserve Zone (TPZ), a GPA/ZR is requested to amend the existing land use and zoning designations to Rural
Residential with one unit per three acres (RR3) and Rural Residential with three- to five-acre lot sizes and a
Manufactured Housing combining district (RR-3 MFH), respectively, which would allow for future residential
development on-site.
In order to minimize potential visual impacts associated with anticipated future development of the Site,
the project developer and contractor, pursuant to Mitigation Measure AES-1, shall retain existing trees
along the Site boundaries to the maximum extent feasible in order to provide visual screening of the Site
and anticipated future residential development and maintain existing views from Highway 101 and
surrounding properties. With mitigation incorporated, a less than significant impact would occur.
I.d) Any development on-site would increase light and glare and impact nighttime views as compared to
existing conditions, as the Site is currently undeveloped. Future anticipated development at the Site could
clear up to 167 acres of the Site and result in the construction of housing and other features, including but
not limited to internal roadways, sidewalks, curb, gutters, and street lighting. Future development on the
Site would be required to use muted colors and materials with low reflectivity for exterior siding, downward
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facing and hooded night lighting, and exterior landscaping, per Mitigation Measure AES-2, below, to help
mitigate the impact of light and glare from new construction on the surrounding area. With incorporation
of Mitigation Measure AES-2, a less than significant impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
AES-1: In order to maintain existing forested views, minimize potential visual impacts, and provide visual
screening of the Site and anticipated future residential development, the project developer and
contractor shall retain existing trees along the Site’s boundaries to the maximum extent feasible.
AES-2: The County shall require future development on-site to use materials and building techniques to
minimize impacts from street and building lighting on day and nighttime views, including the use of:
hooded flood lights to prevent off-site light pollution; low reflectivity building materials, treated windows,
and muted colors to limit daytime glare; and exterior landscaping to shade buildings and decrease
reflectivity to neighboring developments and Highway 101.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated on
Aesthetics.
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II. AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY RESOURCES. Would
the project:
a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or
Farmland of Statewide Importance (Farmland), as
shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the
California Resources Agency, to non-agricultural
use?
b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a
Williamson Act contract?
c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of,
forest land (as defined in Public Resources Code
section 12220(g), timberland (as defined by PRC
section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland
Production (as defined by Government Code section
51104(g))?
d) Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest
land to non-forest use?
e) Involve other changes in the existing environment
which, due to their location or nature, could result in
conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use or
conversion of forestland to non-forest use?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Thresholds of Significance: The project would have a significant effect on agriculture and forestry resources
if it would convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance (hereafter
“farmland”), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
of the California Resources Agency, to non-agricultural uses; conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use
or a Williamson Act contract; conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as defined
in Public Resources Code section 12220(g), timberland (as defined by PRC section 4526), or timberland
zoned Timberland Production (as defined by Government Code section 51104(g)); Result in the loss of
forest land or conversion of forest land to non-forest use; or involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland, to nonagricultural use or conversion of forestland to non-forest use.
DISCUSSION
The Site is currently undeveloped and forested and is located outside of the Coastal Zone. The Site was last
logged by GDRCo in 2010 and contains former logging roads throughout the Site.
Currently, the Site is designated as “Timberland” (TBR) under the Del Norte County General Plan (see Figure
2) and is currently zoned as “Timberland Preserve Zone” (TPZ) under the Del Norte County Zoning Code (see
Figure 4). GDRCo would like to amend the existing land use and zoning designations to Rural Residential
with one lot unit per three acres (RR3) and Rural Residential with three- to five-acre lot sizes and a
Manufactured Housing combining district (RR-3 MFH), respectively (see Figures 3 and 5). No development is
currently proposed on-site under the project. Del Norte County is one of five California counties (in addition
to San Francisco, Imperial, Inyo, and Yuba Counties) that do not offer Williamson Act contracts
(Department of Conservation, 2017).
II.a) To date, the Department of Conservation’s Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) has
not created an Important Farmland map for Del Norte County. The Site was last logged by GDRCo in 2010.
Additionally, the Site is not currently utilized for agricultural use, nor has the Site been historically utilized for
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such use. Since the Site is not mapped by the FMMP, the proposed project and anticipated future
residential development would not results in the conversion of Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or
Farmland of Statewide Importance to a non-agricultural use. No impact would occur.
II.b) The Site is not designated or zoned for agricultural use, nor is the Site under a Williamson Act contract.
No impact would occur.
II.c-d) While the proposed project and anticipated future residential development at the Site would cause
rezoning of timberland zoned TPZ and result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to nonforest use, a significant impact is not anticipated. As described above, the approximately 211.7-acre Site is
currently designated as “Timberland” (TBR) under the Del Norte County General Plan (see Figure 2) and is
currently zoned as “Timberland Preserve Zone” (TPZ) under the Del Norte County Zoning Code (see Figure
3). GDRCo would like to amend the existing land use and zoning designations to Rural Residential with one
lot unit per three acres (RR3) and Rural Residential with three- to five-acre lot sizes and a Manufactured
Housing combining district (RR-3 MFH), respectively. No development is currently proposed on-site under
the project, although future residential development is anticipated on-site. As shown on Figures 2-5, the
requested land use and zoning designations would be consistent with surrounding designations.
Additionally, a vast amount of timberland would remain north, northeast, east, and southeast of the Site
after completion of the requested general plan amendment and zone reclassification, including adjacent
GDRCo-owned property to the east and other GDRCo-owned land located further east, northeast, and
southeast of the Site.
Due to the identified resources on-site and required buffer distances from each resource, the Site is
anticipated to have a development potential of 167 acres (see Figure 6). Based on the respective land use
and zoning designations requested for the Site, full build-out of the Site would allow for up to a maximum of
55 residential lots and residences (conventional single family residences or manufactured homes). As a
result, up to 167 acres of the Site could be cleared in the future once development of the Site is proposed.
A portion of the Site, in addition to adjacent GDRCo lands, was included under a prior Timber Harvest Plan
(THP) and harvested in 2009.
The Del Norte County General Plan values commercial timberland and encourages the conservation of
this use, as illustrated in several policies in Section 1 (Natural Resources/Conservation) of the County
General Plan. However, as noted in Part I (General Plan Summary) of the County General Plan, Del Norte
County’s timber industry has declined; between the 10-year period of 1985 and 1995, the volume of timber
harvested declined by 68.5 percent and resulted in the closure of more than 35 lumber mills. No more
operating mills remain in Del Norte County. The County General Plan also notes that more than 146,000
acres of privately held redwood and fir forestland is located in the County. Additionally, according to the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)’s California’s Forest Resources: Forest Inventory and Analysis, 20012010, dated February 2016, Del Norte County has approximately 627,300 total acres of forestland. Should
GDRCo’s request for a general plan amendment and zone reclassification of the Site be approved, this
would result in a reduction of approximately 211.17 acres of land designated and zoned as TBR and TPZ,
respectively. However, as noted above, after consideration of the identified resources and required buffer
zones from each resource, the Site is estimated to have a development potential of 167 acres. Since up to
167 acres of timberland may be cleared to accommodate the anticipated future development, this would
equate to an approximately 0.11 percent reduction in the County’s privately-owned forestland and an
approximately 0.03 percent reduction in the County’s total amount of forestland.
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As discussed above, should the requested GPA/ZR be approved, a vast amount of timberland would
remain within the County. Additionally, since the proposed project and anticipated future residential
development would be consistent with surrounding land use and zoning designations (see Figures 3 and 5)
and development, which includes rural residential land use and zoning designations and development to
the north, south, east, and west of the Site. It would be at least 10 years before development could begin
on-site, as it would be 10 years until the TPZ rollout is finalized and a subsequent subdivision would be
necessary to divide the Site into individual 3 acre minimum lots. Due to the slow growth rate of the area, it is
anticipated that construction would occur on-site as necessary to accommodate the anticipated housing
needs of the area, which would likely occur over the course of many years. A less than significant impact
would occur.
II.e) The proposed project would not involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their
location or nature, could result in conversion of farmland, to non-agricultural use or conversion of forest
land to non-forest use. No impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
No mitigation required.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact on Agricultural and Forestry Resources.
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III. AIR QUALITY. Would the project:
a)
b)

c)
d)

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the
applicable air quality plan?
Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of
any criteria pollutant for which the project region is
non-attainment under an applicable federal or state
ambient air quality standard?
Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?
Result in other emissions (such as those leading to
odors) adversely affecting a substantial number of
people?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Thresholds of Significance: The project would have a significant effect on air quality if it would conflict with
or obstruct implementation of applicable air quality plans; result in a cumulatively considerable net
increase of any criteria pollutant for which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable
federal or state ambient air quality standard; expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations; or result in other emissions (such as those leading to odors) adversely affecting a
substantial number of people.
DISCUSSION
The Site is located within the North Coast Air Basin (NCAB), which includes all of Humboldt, Del Norte, Trinity,
and Mendocino Counties, as well as a portion of Sonoma County, and is subject to North Coast Unified Air
Quality Management District (NCUAQMD) requirements. The NCUAQMD is responsible for monitoring and
enforcing local, State, and federal air quality standards in Humboldt, Del Norte, and Trinity Counties. Air
quality standards are set for emissions that may include, but are not limited to, visible emission, particulate
matter, and fugitive dust. The NCUAQMD is designated as “unclassified” or “attainment”, or within
allowable limits, with respect to all federal and State air quality standards, within the exception of the State
24-hour standard for breathable particulate matter of 10 microns or less (PM10) in Humboldt County only
(NCUAQMD, Air Quality & CEQA).
Previously, the three counties comprising the NCUAQMD were classified as “nonattainment”, or outside of
allowable limits, for the California ambient air quality standards for PM10. In 1995, the NCUAQMD prepared
and adopted a PM10 Attainment Plan (the Plan), which identified cost effective control measures that can
be implemented to reduce ambient PM10 levels to within California standards. The Plan should be used
cautiously as it is not a document that is required for the District to come into attainment for the state
standard. More information on California standards and the draft PM10 Attainment Plan can be found on
NCUAQMD’s website, http://www.ncuaqmd.org/index.php, or by contacting a local representative.
The proposed project involves a general plan amendment and zone reclassification. A subdivision or any
associated development is not currently proposed; however, future residential development is anticipated
on-site. Based on prior analysis by LACO (see Appendix B), after consideration of the identified resources
and required buffer zones from each resource, the Site is estimated to have a development potential of
167 acres (see Figure 6). In the future, if a residential subdivision of the Site is proposed, the Site would allow
for up to a maximum of 55 residential lots, assuming the requested land use and zoning designations of RR3
and RR-3 MFH, respectively, are approved for the Site.
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The proposed project, including anticipated future residential development on-site, and its emission sources
are subject to NCUAQMD rules and regulations contained in the most recent version of the Rules and
Regulations of the North Coast Unified AQMD. During anticipated future construction at the site, the
contractor would be expected to use heavy construction machinery and temporary air pollutant emissions
would be associated with site preparation, grading, excavation, and construction on the site; however, the
project would be required to comply with policies regarding the control of fugitive dust during these
activities, which have been established by NCUAQMD (see Mitigation Measure AIR-1), and all construction
equipment would be required to be maintained in good working condition (see Mitigation Measure AIR-2).
Once construction is complete, emissions from operation of the project would be comprised of direct and
indirect emissions, including exhaust and fugitive dust from the operation of personal vehicles, in addition to
the burning of fossil fuels associated with heating and cooking activities. Continued compliance with
NCUAQMD emissions standards would be required once the anticipated residences have been
constructed (see Mitigation Measure AIR-1).
NCUAQMD has not formally adopted significance thresholds for use in evaluating project impacts under
CEQA, but rather utilizes the Best Available Control Technology (BACT) emission rates for stationary sources
as defined and listed in Table 2, below. NCUAQMD does not currently have any thresholds for toxics, but
recommends the use of the latest version of the California Air Pollution Control Officers Association’s
(CAPCOA)
Health
Risk
Assessments
for
Proposed
Land
Use
Project
(available
at:
http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/CAPCOA_HRA_LU_Guidelines_8-6-09.pdf)
to
evaluate and reduce air pollution impacts from new development, which includes recommended
mitigation measures to help reduce air pollution impacts anticipated under proposed project (NCUAQMD Air).
Table 2. NCUAQMD Significance Thresholds
Significance Thresholds
Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)

Daily (pounds per day)
500

Annual (tons per year)
100

Fluorides (F)

15

3

Hydrogen sulfide (H2S)

50

10

Lead (Pb)

3.2

0.6

Nitrogen oxides (NOx)

50

40

Particulate matter (PM10)

80

15

Particulate matter (PM2.5)

50

10

Reactive organic compounds (ROC)

50

40

Reduced sulfur compounds

50

10

Sulfur oxides (SOx)

80

40

Sulfuric acid mist (H2SO4)

35

7

Total reduced sulfur compounds

50

10

Source: North Coast Unified Air Quality Management District (NCUAQMD) Rules and
Regulations. Regulation 1, Rule 110. Best Available Control Technology (BACT). July 9, 2015.
Available at: http://www.ncuaqmd.org/files/rules/reg%201/Rule%20110.pdf.

Air quality impacts anticipated under the expected future development of the Site were modeled using
the California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) to quantify potential criteria pollution and greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions associated with both construction and operation of the anticipated future
development on-site. The model quantifies direct emissions from construction and operation activities
(including vehicle use), as well as indirect emissions, such as GHG emissions from energy use, solid waste
disposal, vegetation planting and/or removal, and water use (CalEEMOD, 2017). Since vehicles are known
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to be a major pollution contributor, producing significant amounts of NOx, CO, O3, and particulate matter,
they must also be considered when evaluating potential air quality impacts of a proposed project. Further,
the model identifies mitigation measures to reduce criteria pollutants and GHG emissions along with
calculating the benefits achieved from measures chosen by the user (CalEEMOD, 2017).
The CalEEMOD results in their entirety are included in Appendix C. The CalEEMod model assumes default
assumptions for residential construction and that no demolition would be required for the future residential
development anticipated on-site, as the Site is currently undeveloped. The analysis assumes the
anticipated future residential construction on the Site would break ground in April 2030 (after approval of
the 10-year TPZ reclassification and anticipated subsequent subdivision) and be constructed over an
approximately 15 year period (assuming 5 work days per week), and would be completed in June 2045;
however, it is not known at this time when the Site may be subdivided and when the anticipated future
residential development would occur on the Site, or if all potential lots would be developed at the same
time. Whether construction occurs all at once or is spread out over the course of many months or years, it is
likely that build-out of the Site would take a total of 15 years to complete. One limitation of the CalEEMod
model is that it only allows for the user to assume that construction would occur all at once, even if breaks
would occur in construction.
The CalEEMod analysis includes basic construction- and operational-level mitigation measures, including
watering exposed areas; reducing vehicle speeds and utilizing soil stabilizer on unpaved roads; replacing
ground cover of area disturbed; utilizing low-VOC paints and cleaning supplies; installing low-flow faucets
and fixtures; and utilizing a water-efficient irrigation system and landscape. The results of the CalEEMod
analysis are shown in Table 3 below, which represents the total amount of emissions anticipated over the
15-year construction period and under operation of the project.
Table 3. CalEEMod Results for Anticipated Future Construction and Operation of the Site
Emissions (tons/year)

Pollutant

Modeled
Unmitigated
Construction
Emissions

Modeled
Mitigated
Construction
Emissions
(including %
reduction)
2.9985
(no change)

Modeled
Unmitigated
Operational
Emissions

Modeled
Mitigated
Operational
Emissions
(including %
reduction)
6.7482
(no change)

Annual
Thresholds

Carbon monoxide (CO)

2.9985

Nitrogen oxides (NOx)

1.7400

1.7400
(no change)

0.5700

0.5700
(no change)

40

Particulate matter (PM10) (total)

1.7939

0.8442
(-43.61%)

1.2994

1.2994
(no change)

15

Particulate matter (PM2.5) (total)

0.8187

0.3964
(-41.47%)

0.7924

0.7924
(no change)

10

Reactive organic gases (ROG)

1.1807

1.1807
(no change)

4.3875

4.3473
(-0.92%)

40

Sulfur oxides (SO2)

0.0084

0.0084
(no change)

0.0142

0.0142
(no change)

40

6.7482

100

Source: CalEEMod Model Results, July 2, 2019, Appendix C.

As shown in Table 3, above, the projected emissions associated with construction of the anticipated future
residential development at the Site would be well-below NCUAQMD’s annual thresholds of significance for
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carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), reactive organic gases
(ROG), and sulfur oxides (SO2) without any mitigation; however, with implementation of standard mitigation
measures during future Site construction, PM10 and PM2.5 emissions associated with construction would be
further reduced. Unmitigated operational emissions would also be well-below NCUAQMD’s annual
thresholds of significance. With the implementation of mitigation measures, ROG emissions associated with
operation of the Site at full build-out would be further reduced.
The Site is located in a fairly rural area, with rural residential development located north, west, and south of
the Site, Highway 101 located immediately east of the Site, and forested land located north and east of
the Site. Since residences are considered sensitive receptors, numerous sensitive receptors are located in
the vicinity of the Site, with the nearest located approximately 88 feet west of the Site.
As noted above, compliance with NCUAQMD emissions standards would be required during construction
and operation of the project (see Mitigation Measure AIR-1), as well requiring construction equipment to
be maintained in good condition at all times to minimize excessive exhaust emissions (see Mitigation
Measure AIR-2). In addition, truck idling would be required to be limited to a maximum of five minutes
pursuant to State law, which would further reduce anticipated exhaust emissions. Implementation of these
mitigation and compliance measures would help minimize potential air quality impacts associated with the
project and future anticipated residential development.
III.a-b) As noted in the discussion above, the NCUAQMD is designated as “unclassified” or “attainment” for
all federal and State air quality standards, within the exception of the State 24-hour PM10 standard in
Humboldt County only. Any use or activity that generates unnecessary airborne particulate matter may be
of concern to NCUAQMD and has the potential to create significant project-specific and cumulative
effects to air quality. The proposed project includes a general plan amendment and zone reclassification.
A subdivision or any associated development is not currently proposed; however, future residential
development is anticipated on-site, including construction of up to 55 residences on 55 individual lots.
Although development is not currently proposed, anticipated future development would be required to
include air quality protective measures and comply with NCUAQMD regulations. As such, the proposed
project would not obstruct implementation of California standards or the draft PM10 Attainment Plan.
The anticipated future residential development anticipated as a result of the proposed project would
generate both construction and operational emissions, although construction emissions would only be
temporary in nature and would cease once construction is completed on-site. No demolition would be
required, as the Site does not contain existing development. As shown in Table 3, above, the anticipated
emissions associated with site preparation, grading, building construction, paving, and architectural
coating would be well-below NCUAQMD’s annual thresholds of significance for the six listed criteria
pollutants, including carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5,
both fugitive and exhaust), and sulfur dioxide (SO2) without any mitigation. While full build-out of the Site
would result in approximately 524 average daily weekday trips, 545 average daily Saturday trips, and 474
average daily Sunday trips per the CalEEMod analysis (see Appendix C), all operational emissions would
also be well-below NCUAQMD’s annual thresholds of significance without any mitigation. With
implementation of standard mitigation measures during project construction and operation, PM10 and
PM2.5 emissions associated with project construction and ROG emissions associated with project operation
would be further reduced.
In order to reduce exhaust emissions and control fugitive dust during construction and operation of the
project, the proposed project would be required to comply with NCUAQMD emissions standards (see
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Mitigation Measure AIR-1). Additionally, all construction equipment utilized on-site would be required to be
kept in good working condition (see Mitigation Measure AIR-2) and, pursuant to State law, truck idling onsite would be limited to less than five minutes, which would further reduce potential air quality impacts
associated with the anticipated future residential development on-site. With the incorporation Mitigation
Measures AIR-1 and AIR-2, the proposed project would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of
federal, state or NCUAQMD standards, or NCUAQMD’s Attainment Plan; violate any air quality standard; or
result in a considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the project region is non-attainment
under an applicable federal or State ambient air quality standard. As such, with mitigation incorporated, a
less than significant impact would occur.
III.c) Sensitive receptors are defined as people that have an increased sensitivity to air pollution or
environmental contaminants, and include, but are not limited to, schools, parks and playground, day care
centers, nursing homes, hospitals, and residential dwelling units. As discussed above, the Site is located in a
fairly rural area, with rural residential development located north, west, and south of the Site, Highway 101
located immediately east of the Site, and forested land located north and east of the Site. Numerous
residences and sensitive receptors are located in the vicinity of the Site, with the nearest residence located
approximately 88 feet west of the Site.
Although the project does not involve any development at this time, future anticipated residential
development is anticipated on-site, including the construction of up to 55 single family residences or
manufactured homes. Construction and operation of the future residential development expected on-site
would be anticipated to create exhaust and fugitive dust. As provided in Table 3, above, emissions
associated with the future residential development would not exceed NCUAQMD’s annual thresholds of
significance for six different pollutants during project construction and operation. Temporary emissions
expected from construction equipment to be utilized at the Site would be occur for only a short period of
time and may slightly impact sensitive receptors in the vicinity of the Site, including residents living near the
project Site. Mitigation Measures AIR-1 and AIR-2, which require suppression of fugitive dust during
construction and operation, pursuant to Rule-1-430 (Fugitive Dust Emissions) of Chapter IV (Prohibitions) of
Regulation 1 (Air Pollution Control Rules) of the NCUAQMD’s Rules and Regulations and maintaining all
construction equipment in good working, potential fugitive dust and exhaust emissions associated with
both construction and operation of the anticipated future residential development at the Site would be
minimized. In addition, pursuant to State law, truck idling on-site would be limited to a maximum of five
minutes, further reducing potential emissions and impacts to nearby sensitive receptors. With mitigation
incorporated, a less than significant impact would occur.
III.d) The proposed project and anticipated future residential development at the Site would not result in
other emissions adversely affecting a substantial number of people. Temporary odors and dust, typical of
construction sites and equipment use, may be generated at the time anticipated future residential
development begins, during the construction phase. Anticipated operational emissions associated with
operation of the future on-site development would be comprised of direct and indirect emissions, including
exhaust and fugitive dust from the operation of personal vehicles. As previously discussed, numerous
sensitive receptors are located in close proximity to the Site, with the nearest sensitive receptor to the Site, a
residence, located approximately 88 feet west of the Site. With the implementation of Mitigation Measures
AIR-1 and AIR-2, which require suppression of fugitive dust during construction and operation, pursuant to
Rule-1-430 (Fugitive Dust Emissions) of Chapter IV (Prohibitions) of Regulation 1 (Air Pollution Control Rules) of
the NCUAQMD’s Rules and Regulations and maintaining all construction equipment in good working order,
fugitive dust and exhaust emissions would be minimized. Furthermore, by limiting truck idling on-site a
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maximum of five minutes pursuant to State law, potential air quality impacts would be further reduced.
With mitigation incorporated, a less than significant impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
AIR-1: At all times, the project shall be constructed and operated in compliance with Rule 104, Subsection
D (Fugitive Dust Emissions) of the NCUAQMD’s Rules and Regulations to reduce the amount of fugitive dust
generated by construction and operation of the project. The project contractor and operator shall be
required to do the following:
•
Spray exposed soils with water during grading on a daily basis.
•
Suspend earthmoving and trenching activities when winds exceed 20 mph.
•
Cover haul-truck loads.
•
Remove tracked dirt from the paved roads adjacent to the construction zone and provide a
tire wash station at the Site’s entrances to reduce the amount of tracked dirt leaving the Site.
•
Immediately after grading, plant ground cover in disturbed areas or otherwise cover exposed
disturbed areas in a manner preventing windblown dust from leaving the project Site.
AIR-2: At all times, construction equipment utilized on-site shall be maintained in good condition to
minimize excessive exhaust emissions.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated on Air
Quality.
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IV. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES. Would the project:
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
f)

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or
through habitat modifications, on any species
identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status
species in local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations, or by the California Department of Fish
and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?
Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian
habitat or other sensitive natural community
identified in local or regional plans, policies, and
regulations or by the California Department of Fish
and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?
Have a substantial adverse effect on state or
federally protected wetlands (including, but not
limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through
direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or
other means?
Interfere substantially with the movement of any
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or
with established native resident or migratory wildlife
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery
sites?
Conflict with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance?
Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation
Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state
habitat conservation plan?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Thresholds of Significance: The project would have a significant effect on biological resources if it would
have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any species identified
as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by
the California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; have a substantial adverse
effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans,
policies, and regulations or by the California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service;
have a substantial adverse effect on state or federally protected wetlands (including, but not limited to,
marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means;
interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with
established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites;
conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a tree preservation
policy or ordinance; or conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plan.
DISCUSSION
A Fort Dick Flats Preliminary Biological Survey (Biological Report) was prepared by LACO Associates on
June 20, 2019 (see Appendix D), in order to determine if the Site contains sensitive biological resources,
such as sensitive or special status species or habitat areas. As noted in the Biological Report, a site visit was
conducted by LACO’s Senior Botanist, Gary Lester, on September 27, 2018, which involved a total of
approximately 3 hours of survey time. Prior to and during the survey, a number of resources were consulted
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to determine potential areas of sensitive plant and wildlife species occurrence in the vicinity of the Site,
including the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) –
Crescent City Quad, USGS 7.5-minute Crescent City quadrangle topographic map, and aerial
photography. Additionally, the botanical, Northern Spotted Owl, and aquatic vertebrate survey results
from pre-harvest surveys conducted by GDRCo biologists for Timber Harvest Plan (THP) 1-09-009DEL were
reviewed. During the September 2018 site visit, special habitat areas, such as habitat edges and wetlands,
were assessed at interval cross sections to gain a representational sampling of habitat classification and
structure.
Mixed evergreen vegetation occurs throughout Site, including the following: scattered mature and
widespread young growth coast redwood (Sequoia sempervirens), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii),
Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis), and Monterey pine (Pinus radicata). A sub-canopy composition exists of red
alder (Alnus rubra), cascara (Frangula purshiana), Scouler’s willow (Salix scouleriana), California bay
(Umbellularia californica), and red elderberry (Sambucus racemosa). Understory/shrub woody vegetation
present at the Site includes the following species: Himalaya blackberry (Rubus armenicus), thimbleberry
(Rubus parviflorus), salmonberry (Rubus ispectabilis), California blackberry (Rubus ursinus), coyote brush
(Baccharis pilularis), and sword fern (Polystichum munitum). The Class I and Class II stream courses support
a variety of wetland species such as skunk cabbage (Lysichiton americanum), water parsley (Oenanthe
sarmentosa), slough sedge (Carex obnupta), and small-headed bulrush (Scirpus microcarpus). Seasonal
freshwater habitats were noted along the main road system throughout the parcel and one was
documented with photographs taken while occupied by Pacific tree frog (Pseudacris regilla) larvae. The
CNDDB lists historical observations for 42 sensitive plant species within the USGS 7.5-minute Crescent City
quadrangle (LACO, 2019a).
Although the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s (USFWS) National Wetlands Inventory does not show any
wetlands or riparian habitat within the boundaries of the Site, the Site was found to contain several
constraint areas, including seasonal wetlands and Class I and II watercourses (tributaries to Yonkers Creek
and Camp Six Creek), which were identified in the northern and southwestern portions of the Site, during
surveys completed as part of the Timber Harvest Plan (THP) prepared in 2009 for a portion of the Site and
adjacent GDRCo lands. In anticipation of THP 1-09-009DEL, biological surveys were conducted by GDRCo
biologists and examined the vegetated and aquatic habitats found on-site, including Class I and II streams,
and conducted Northern Spotted Owl (NSO) and aquatic vertebrate surveys. The results of the aquatic
vertebrate surveys conducted by GDRCo indicate that the Class I stream provides fish access to much of
the drainage. No rare plant species, no NSO, and limited sensitive aquatic vertebrate species were
detected under GDRCo’s biological surveys. While sensitive aquatic vertebrates, including Northern Redlegged Frog (Rana aurora) and Southern torrent salamander (Rhyacotriton vaiegatus), were detected
within the boundaries of THP 01-09-009DEL, these species were located east of Highway 101 and not within
the boundaries of the Site (LACO, 2019a). However, suitable habitat is present on or near the Site for several
special-status species, including bird species protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) or other
regulations.
Site visit photos from April 2008 provide evidence of ponding at road intersections or poorly drained low
spots of the existing timber access road system and aquatic vertebrate use at one location has been
documented. Since the ponded areas found on the existing timber access road system have not been
adequately documented, the Preliminary Biological Survey recommends these locations be mapped prior
to Site development, in early spring, to confirm biological function and value and mitigation proposed to
locate, develop, and monitor successful pond development on-site. It is recommended that the location of
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the proposed mitigation area be an addition to the proposed Class I stream setback and be sized at a 1:1
replacement (LACO, 2019a).
As recommended by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), anticipated future residential
development at the Site should observe a minimum building setback of 100 feet from the top of bank or
outer edge of riparian vegetation, whichever is greater (Olson, 2017). Preliminary mapping of the Site from
GDRCo acknowledges the occurrence of two stream courses on-site and illustrates a 150-foot setback for
each drainage (see Figure 6). Based on Site characteristics and review of the characteristics of the
surrounding Fort Dick area, the analysis contained in this Initial Study assumes a conservative 150 foot
setback from the centerline of all on-site Class I and II watercourses, to account for a potential riparian
area of approximately 50 feet from the identified watercourses; however, this is an estimate. Future
development of the Site would be required to conduct further investigation of the wetland and riparian
features, which will yield more specific setback requirements. Per the Biological Report, a stream transition
line and/or wetland delineation shall occur prior to any Site development to determine the extent of
riparian vegetation and top of bank to determine necessary setback distances from the on-site Class I and
II watercourses in order to adequately protect these resources (LACO, 2019a).
Due to the identified resources on-site and required buffer distances from each resource, including a 251foot noise buffer, measured from the centerline of Highway 101, on either side of Highway 101, the Site is
anticipated to have a development potential of 167 acres. Based on the respective land use and zoning
designations requested for the Site, full build-out of the Site would allow for up to a maximum of 55
residential lots and residences (conventional single family residences or manufactured homes). As a result,
up to 167 acres of the Site could be cleared in the future once development of the Site is proposed. A
portion of the Site, in addition to adjacent GDRCo lands, was included under a prior THP and harvested in
2009.
Urban run-off and other “non-point source” (NPS) discharges are regulated by the 1972 Federal Clean
Water Act (CWA) through the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit program. The
NPDES Program is a federal program which has been delegated to the State of California for
implementation through the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and the nine Regional Water
Quality Control Boards (RWQCB) across the state (SWRCB – NPDES, 2018). Because future development onsite would disturb more than one acre, it would be required to obtain coverage under the General Permit
for Discharges of Storm Water Associated with Construction Activity, Construction General Permit Order No.
2009-0009-DWG. Construction activities subject to this permit includes clearing, grading, and disturbances
to the ground (such as stockpiling or excavation), all of which would be anticipated under future on-site
development. The Construction General Permit requires the development of a Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) (SWRCB – Construction, 2018) to outline how the project would minimize the
discharge of sediment and other pollutants, including specifying which Best management Practices (BMPs)
would be implemented.
IV.a) At this time, the proposed project does not involve any physical changes or construction on the
ground; however, future residential development is anticipated on-site, including the development of up to
55 single family residences or manufactured homes spanning approximately 167 acres. As discussed
above, the Site is known to contain constraint areas, including Class I and II watercourses and seasonal
wetland areas. The results of the aquatic vertebrate surveys conducted by GDRCo indicate that the Class I
stream provides fish access to much of the drainage. No rare plant species, no NSO, and limited sensitive
aquatic vertebrate species were detected under GDRCo’s surveys. While sensitive aquatic vertebrates,
including Northern Red-legged Frog (Rana aurora) and Southern torrent salamander (Rhyacotriton
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vaiegatus), were detected within the boundaries of THP 01-09-009DEL, these species were located east of
Highway 101 and not within the boundaries of the Site. It is important to note that GDRCo’s surveys
included only a portion of the Site, in addition to adjacent GDRCo-owned lands. As discussed above,
suitable habitat is present on or near the Site for several special-status species, and, as a result, there is the
potential for previously unrecorded special status species to be located within the boundaries of the Site.
To minimize potential impacts to candidate, sensitive, or special status species, including birds protected
under the MBTA or other regulations, once future residential development is proposed on-site, several
recommendations were included in the Biological Report and are included as Mitigation Measures BIO-1
through BIO-3, below. Prior to any development on-site, an official botanical survey and wetland
delineation (Mitigation Measure BIO-1), and survey of the ponded areas on the existing timber access road
system shall occur (Mitigation Measure BIO-2) to determine the extent of sensitive resources on-site and
determine appropriate buffer distances and size of mitigation area to be developed (at a 1:1 replacement
ratio). In addition, it is recommended that tree removal or site clearing on-site be conducted outside of the
bird nesting season (which typically occurs between March 1-August 1); however, should these activities be
proposed during the bird nesting season, a qualified biologist shall conduct nesting surveys to determine
the presence of vulnerable nests within 100 feet for passerines and 300 feet for raptors from the area to be
cleared, and any active nests identified within the specified distances shall be allowed to complete their
nesting or until a biologist determines they are no longer in use before they may be removed (see
Mitigation Measure BIO-3). In addition, standard Best Management Practices (BMPs) would be required to
be implemented by the project contractor once anticipated future residential development occurs on-site,
to ensure compliance with the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. §1251 et seq. (1972)). Such BMPs may include
the use of straw bales, fiber rolls, and/or silt fencing structures to assure the minimization of erosion resulting
from construction and to avoid runoff into sensitive habitat areas, limiting ground disturbance to the
minimum necessary, and stabilizing disturbed soil areas as soon as feasible after construction is completed.
The SWPPP required under the project will also be required to specify the particular BMPs to be
implemented by the proposed project.
With the implementation of BMPs and with mitigation incorporated, the proposed project and anticipated
future residential development would not have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through
habitat modifications, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local
or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFW or the USFWS, and a less than significant impact
would occur.
IV.b-c) Although the USFWS’ National Wetlands Inventory does not show any wetlands or riparian habitat
within the boundaries of the Site, the Site was found to contain several constraint areas, including seasonal
wetlands and Class I and II watercourses (tributaries to Yonkers Creek and Camp Six Creek), which were
identified in the northern and southwestern portions of the Site, during surveys completed as part of the THP
prepared in 2009 for a portion of the Site and adjacent GDRCo lands. Currently, preliminary mapping for
the Site includes a buffer of 150 feet from the centerline of the identified watercourses. However, as
described above, several recommendations from the Biological Report (included as Mitigation Measures
BIO-1 through BIO-3) are required, which would minimize potential impacts to riparian habitat and
wetlands. Prior to any development on-site, an official botanical survey and wetland delineation
(Mitigation Measure BIO-1), and survey of the ponded areas on the existing timber access road system shall
occur (Mitigation Measure BIO-2) to determine the extent of sensitive resources on-site and determine
appropriate buffer distances and size of mitigation area to be developed (at a 1:1 replacement ratio). In
addition, since there is the potential for special status bird species, including birds protected under the
MBTA, to be located on-site, it is recommended that tree removal and/or site clearing occur outside of the
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bird nesting season (which typically occurs between March 1-August 1 each year). However, should tree
removal or site clearing be necessary to occur during the bird nesting season, it is recommended that
nesting surveys be completed by a qualified biologist to determine the presence of vulnerable nests (within
100 feet for passerines and 300 feet for raptors, from the area to be cleared). It is recommended that any
active nests identified within the abovementioned distances be allowed to complete their nesting or until
the biologist determines that they are no longer active before removal may occur (see Mitigation Measure
BIO-3). As previously discussed, standard BMPs would also be required to be implemented by the project
contractor once anticipated future residential development occurs on-site, which may include the use of
straw bales, fiber rolls, and/or silt fencing structures to assure the minimization of erosion resulting from
construction and to avoid runoff into sensitive habitat areas, limiting ground disturbance to the minimum
necessary, and stabilizing disturbed soil areas as soon as feasible after construction is completed. The
SWPPP required under the project will also be required to specify the particular BMPs to be implemented by
the proposed project.
With the implementation of standard BMPs and with mitigation incorporated, a less than significant impact
would occur.
IV.d) Although no development is currently proposed, future residential development on-site is anticipated.
Preliminary mapping indicates the Site has a maximum development potential of 167 acres (see Figure 6),
which is currently undeveloped and forested land. Once anticipated development occurs on-site, it is
possible that the majority of trees within the Site’s developable area may be cleared, although some trees
may be left to provide character or visual screening (as required per Mitigation Measure AES-1). Pursuant
to Mitigation Measure AES-1, the project developer and contractor shall retain existing trees along the
Site’s boundaries to the maximum extent feasible in order to maintain existing forested views, minimize
potential visual impacts, and provide visual screening of the Site and anticipated future residential
development. While anticipated development at the Site would remove existing trees, a vast amount of
timberland would remain north, northeast, east, and southeast of the Site, including adjacent GDRCoowned property to the east and other GDRCo-owned land located further east, northeast, and southeast
of the Site.
In order to protect sensitive habitats, the proposed project would be required to implement adequate
buffers around the Class I and II watercourses located on-site and standard BMPs once anticipated future
residential development occurs to ensure the minimization of erosion resulting from construction and to
avoid runoff into sensitive habitat areas, with specific BMPs to be implemented listed in the SWPPP required
under the project. With mitigation implemented, a less than significant impact would occur.
IV.e) Section 1 (Natural Resources/Conservation) of the Del Norte County General Plan includes specific
goals and policies for “maintenance and enhancement of Del Norte County’s rich natural assets” and
biological resources, such as marine, water, soils, wildlife habitat, air, and forestry resources. A subdivision or
any associated development is not currently proposed; however, future residential development is
anticipated on-site after the 10-year TPZ rollout is finalized, including the construction of up to 55 single
family residences or manufactured homes. Before the anticipated future residential construction can
begin, the 10-year TPZ rollout would need to be finalized and a subdivision would be necessary to divide
the Site into individual 3 acre minimum lots, which would require discretionary review. Since future
development at the Site would be required to be designed in such a way as to minimize impacts to
sensitive areas, including respective setbacks from constraint areas identified on and adjacent to the Site,
including Class I and II watercourses and Highway 101, a less than significant impact would occur.
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IV.f) There are no adopted Habitat Conservation Plans, Natural Community Conservation Plans, or other
local, regional, or state habitat conservation plans that cover the project site. Therefore, no impact would
occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
Refer to Mitigation Measure AES-1 in Section I, Aesthetics, above.
BIO-1: A botanical survey and wetland delineation shall occur prior to applicable subdivision approval(s)
to determine the extent of riparian vegetation and top of bank and to determine necessary setback
distances from the on-site Class I and II watercourses so that these resources are adequately protected. If
Class I or II watercourses do not exist on a proposed project site, the necessity of an official botanical
survey and wetland delineation will be required on an as-needed basis to be determined by Community
Development Department staff.
BIO-2: Prior to a subdivision approval of lands encompassing any ponded areas on the existing timber
access road system, potentially affected ponded areas shall be surveyed and mapped in early spring to
confirm biological function and value. If necessary, mitigation shall be proposed to locate, develop, and
monitor successful pond development on-site. The location of the proposed mitigation area shall be an
addition to the proposed Class I stream setback and shall be sized at a 1:1 replacement.
BIO-3: Due to the potential for several special status bird species, including bird species protected under
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) to be present within the project boundaries, any proposed tree
removal or site clearing shall be conducted outside of the bird nesting season, which occurs between
March 1st and August 1st each year. If tree removal and/or site clearing is proposed during the bird nesting
season, then a qualified biologist shall determine the presence of vulnerable nests, within 100 feet for
passerines and 300 feet for raptors, of the proposed tree removal area and/or area to be cleared. Any
active nests within the abovementioned distances shall be allowed to complete their nesting or until the
qualified biologist determines they are no long active before removal may occur.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated on Biological
Resources.
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V. CULTURAL RESOURCES. Would the project:
a)
b)
c)

Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource pursuant to
§15064.5?
Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource pursuant
to §15064.5?
Disturb any human remains, including those interred
outside of formal cemeteries?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Thresholds of Significance: The project would have a significant effect on cultural resources if it would
cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as defined in §15064.5;
cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource pursuant to
§15064.5; or disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries.
DISCUSSION
On October 1, 2018, GDRCo’s consultant prepared and delivered a Record Search Request to the
Northwest Information Center (NWIC) to evaluate the potential to encounter archaeological or historic
resources at the Site, particularly when anticipated future residential development occurs on-site. As
previously discussed, the proposed project involves a general plan amendment and zone reclassification
and does not involve any development at this time. However, future residential development at the Site is
anticipated, including the development of up to 55 single family residences or manufactured homes.
A Records Search Results letter from NWIC, dated October 17, 2018 (see Appendix E), noted that two prior
archaeological/cultural resource studies have been conducted on-site and cover approximately 90
percent of the Site [S-015153 (Peak & Associates, Inc. 1993) and S-011902 (Roscoe 1989)]. The NWIC letter
states that three resources have been recorded at the Site, including two recorded Native American
archaeological resources [P-08-000364 (Projectile Point #1) and P-08-000365 (Projectile Point #2)] and one
historic-period cultural resource (P-08-000363, 467 Plank Road). There are no recorded buildings or structures
within or adjacent to the Site. Additionally, there are no Native American resources in or adjacent to the
Site referenced in the reviewed ethnographic literature. Further, the 1952 USGS Crescent City 15-minute
topographic quadrangle fails to depict any buildings or structures within the Site and there is a low
possibility of identifying any buildings or structures 45 years or older on-site.
Based on an evaluation of the environmental setting and features associated with known sites, Native
American resources in this part of Del Norte County have been found in terraces near ridgelines, near
intermittent or perennial watercourses, and in particular concentration near lake or coastal shorelines. The
Site contains a gently sloped wooded area approximately one mile east of Lake Earl, with at least one
watercourse within the project area. Given these environmental factors, there is a moderate potential for
additional unrecorded Native American resources at the Site.
Review of historical literature and maps indicated mid-19th century historic-period activity within the Site.
The General Land Office Survey Plat for Township 17 North/Range 1 West (1856) depicts a “wagon road”
within the project area, which may be associated with P-08-000363 (467 Plank Road). Although the
presence of a historic-period road does not necessarily indicate additional historic-period activity, the
accessibility of the Site does contribute to its potential archaeological sensitivity. As a result, there is a
moderate potential for unrecorded historic-period archaeological resources at the Site.
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Given the identified resources on-site, including two recorded Native American archaeological resources
and one historic-period cultural resource, in addition to the moderate potential for additional unrecorded
Native American resources and historic-period archaeological resources at the Site, several
recommendations were provided by NWIC, including recommending further assessment of the identified
resources, further archival and field study due to the passage of time since the previous Site survey (S015153, Peak and Associates, Inc.), and protocol in the event any resources are encountered during
project construction (see Mitigation Measures CULT-1 through CULT-4, below).
Tribal Consultation
On October 19, 2018, the Applicant’s consultant delivered tribal consultation request letters to the two
local Tribes, including the Elk Valley Rancheria and the Tolowa Dee-ni’ Nation. In an e-mail response dated
October 22, 2018, the Elk Valley Rancheria requested that the Tribe be immediately notified in the event
archaeological materials are encountered on-site. In a letter dated October 26, 2018, the Tolowa Dee-ni’
Nation requested to visit the Site. A representative from Elk Valley Rancheria and the Tolowa Dee-ni’ Nation
visited the Site on November 9, 2018, but were unable to make a determination.
V.a) There is no existing development present on the Site. As noted above, there are no recorded buildings
or structures within or adjacent to the Site and the 1952 USGS Crescent City 15-minute topographic
quadrangle fails to depict any buildings or structures within the Site. No impact would occur.
V.b-c) There is the possibility that archaeological resources and/or human remains could exist on the
project Site. As noted above, based on an evaluation of the environmental setting and features associated
within known Native American resource sites and due to the project’s location within a gently sloped
wooded area approximately one mile east of Lake Earl, with at least one watercourse within the project
area, NWIC states there is a moderate potential for unrecorded Native American resources at the Site.
Additionally, review of historical literature and maps indicated mid-19th century historic-period activity
within the Site. The General Land Office Survey Plat for Township 17 North/Range 1 West (1856) depicts a
“wagon road” within the project area, which may be associated with P-08-000363 (467 Plank Road).
Although the presence of a historic-period road does not necessarily indicate additional historic-period
activity, the accessibility of the Site does contribute to its potential archaeological sensitivity. As a result,
there is a moderate potential for unrecorded historic-period archaeological resources at the Site.
Several recommendations were provided by NWIC, including recommending further assessment of the
identified resources, further archival and field study due to the passage of time since the previous Site
survey (S-015153, Peak and Associates, Inc.), and protocol in the event any resources are encountered
during project construction (see Mitigation Measures CULT-1 through CULT-3). At the request of the Elk
Valley Rancheria, Mitigation Measure CULT-2 also requires the local Tribes (Elk Valley Rancheria and Tolowa
Dee-Ni’ Nation) to be immediately notified if archaeological materials are encountered on-site. In addition,
specific procedures to follow (pursuant to Public Resources Code Sections 5097 and 7050.5) are included
as Mitigation Measure CULT-4 in the event human remains are discovered on-site during project
construction. With mitigation included, a less than significant impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
CULT-1: Prior to a subdivision approval on lands encompassing or with the potential to affect the following
resources, a professional archaeologist shall assess the two recorded archaeological resources (P-08000364 and P-08-000365) and provide project-specific recommendations. In addition, at the time future
anticipated residential development is proposed, further archival and field study for the area proposed for
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development shall occur and be required as part of the entitlements application submittal. Field study may
include, but is not limited to, pedestrian survey, hand auger sampling, shovel test units, or
geoarchaeological analyses as well as other common methods used to identify the presence of
archaeological resources.
CULT-2: If archaeological resources are encountered during construction, work shall be temporarily halted
in the vicinity of the discovered materials and a qualified archaeologist and the local tribes (Elk Valley
Rancheria and Tolowa Dee-ni’ Nation) shall be immediately contacted. Workers shall avoid altering the
materials and their context until a qualified professional archaeologist, in collaboration with the local tribes,
has evaluated the situation and provided appropriate recommendations. Project personnel shall not
collect cultural resources. [Native American resources include chert or obsidian flakes, projectile points,
mortars, and pestles; and dark friable soil containing shell and bone dietary debris, heat-affected rock, or
human burials. Historic-period resources include stone or adobe foundations or walls; structures and
remains with square nails; and refuse deposits or bottle dumps, often located in old wells or privies.]
CULT-3: Any identified cultural resources shall be recorded on DPR 523 historic resource recordation forms,
available online from the Office of Historic Preservation’s website:
http://ohp.parks.ca.gov/default.asp?page_id=1069.
CULT-4: If human remains are encountered on-site, all work must stop in the immediate vicinity of the
discovered remains and the County Coroner and a qualified archaeologist must be notified immediately
so that an evaluation can be performed. If the remains are deemed to be Native American and
prehistoric, the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) must be contacted by the Coroner so that
a “Most Likely Descendant” can be designated and further recommendations regarding treatment of the
remains is provided.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated on Cultural
Resources.
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VI. ENERGY. Would the project:
a)

b)

Result in a potentially significant environmental
impact due to wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary
consumption of energy, or wasteful use of energy
resources, during project construction or operation?
Conflict with or obstruct a state or local plan for
renewable energy or energy efficiency?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Thresholds of Significance: The project would have a significant effect on energy if it would result in a
potentially significant environmental impact due to wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of
energy, or wasteful use of energy resources, during project construction or operation; or require or result in
the construction of new water or wastewater facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of
which could cause significant environmental effects.
DISCUSSION
On October 7, 2015, Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr. signed into law Senate Bill (SB) 350, known as the
Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act of 2015 (De León, Chapter 547, Statutes of 2015), which sets
ambitious annual targets for energy efficiency and renewable electricity aimed at reducing greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions. SB 350 requires the California Energy Commission to establish annual energy
efficiency targets that will achieve a cumulative doubling of statewide energy efficiency savings and
demand reductions in electricity and natural gas final end uses by January 1, 2030. This mandate is one of
the primary measures to help the state achieve its long-term climate goal of reducing GHG emissions to 40
percent below 1990 levels by 2030. The proposed SB 350 doubling target for electricity increases from 7,286
gigawatt hours (GWh) in 2015 up to 82,870 GWh in 2029. For natural gas, the proposed SB 350 doubling
target increases from 42 million of therms (MM) in 2015 up to 1,174 MM in 2029 (CEC, 2017).
The anticipated future development at the Site would be subject to Part 5 (California Energy Code) of Title
24 of the California Code of Regulations (CCR), which contains performance and prescriptive compliance
approaches for achieving energy efficiency for residential and non-residential buildings throughout
California.
VI.a-b) At this time, no development is proposed under the project. However, future residential
development is proposed on-site, including the construction of 55 single-family residences. The anticipated
future development at the Site is not expected to result in a potentially significant environmental impact
due to wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of energy or wasteful use of energy resources, nor
would the proposed project conflict with or obstruct a State or local plan for renewable energy or energy
efficiency. As discussed above, the anticipated future development at the Site would be subject to Part 5
(California Energy Code) of Title 24 of the CCR, which contain energy conservation standards applicable
to residential and non-residential buildings throughout California to ensure new and existing buildings
achieve energy efficiency and preserve outdoor and indoor environmental quality. A less than significant
impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
No mitigation required.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact on Energy.
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VII. GEOLOGY AND SOILS. Would the project:
a)

Directly or indirectly cause potential substantial
adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or
death involving:
i)
Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as
delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the
State Geologist for the area or based on
other substantial evidence of a known fault?
Refer to Division of Mines and Geology
Special Publication 42.
ii) Strong seismic ground shaking?
iii)

Seismic-related
liquefaction?
iv) Landslides?

ground

failure,

Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?

c)

Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable,
or that would become unstable as a result of the
project, and potentially result in on- or off-site
landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction
or collapse?
Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 181-B of the Uniform Building Code (1994), creating
substantial direct or indirect risks to life or property?
Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the
use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal
systems where sewers are not available for the
disposal of waste water?
Directly
or
indirectly
destroy
a
unique
paleontological resource or site or unique geologic
feature?

e)

f)

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

including

b)

d)

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Thresholds of Significance: The project would have a significant effect on geology and soils if it would
directly or indirectly cause potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death
involving: rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on other substantial evidence of a
known fault, strong seismic ground shaking, seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction, or
landslides; result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil; be located on a geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in on- or off-site
landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse; be located on expansive soil, as defined
in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code (1994), creating substantial direct or indirect risks to life or
property; have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater
disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of wastewater; or directly or indirectly
destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique geologic feature.
DISCUSSION
As stated in the Del Norte County General Plan (2003), no active or potentially active earthquake faults
have been identified within the County. However, due to the proximity of several active seismic sources
offshore to the west, including the Cascadia subduction zone (DOC - Fault, 2015), the Site is considered to
be located within a seismically active region in which large earthquakes may be expected to occur during
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the economic lifespan (50 years) of any development on the Site. The Site is not located within an AlquistPriolo Special Studies Zone (DOC – Regulatory, 2015), nor are there any Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones
within Del Norte County (DOC – Alquist, 2018).
Per LACO’s Preliminary On-Site Wastewater Treatment Evaluation Test Results letter, dated May 2, 2018, the
Site is located on an uplifted marine terrace with soils composed of consolidated sandy clay loam, sandy
loam, and loamy sand. The geology is mapped as the Battery Formation, Pleistocene marine terrace, and
sand dune deposits comprising gravels and sands, with silty clays (LACO, 2018c). The two specific soil types
underlying the project Site include the following:
•

•

Timmons and Lepoil soils, 0 to 2 percent slopes (Soil Type #185), covering approximately 71 percent
of the Site and located within the central, eastern, and two small areas in the western portion of
the Site; and
Timmons and Lepoil soils, 2 to 9 percent slopes (Soil Type #186), located in the western portion of
the Site, covering approximately 29 percent of the Site (Web Soil Survey, 2017).

The Timmons and Lepoil soil type (0 to 2 percent slopes), covering the majority of the project Site (71
percent), is comprised of loam and clay loam, is well drained, has a depth to water table of more than 80
inches, and is not considered a hydric soil (one factor indicative of wetlands). This soil type does not
experience flooding or ponding. The characteristics of the Site’s other soil type (the Timmons and Lepoil soil
type (2 to 9 percent slopes) [Soil Type #186]) are very similar to the characteristics of Soil Type #185,
although this soil type is comprised of loam and sandy clay loam. Both soil types have high available water
storage, about 11.2 inches (NRCS, 2017).
Per the California Department of Conservation’s landslide inventory, no historical landslides have been
mapped within the Site; the nearest mapped historic landslide is approximately 0.4 miles east of the Site
(DOC - Geologic, 2018). The Site and surrounding area are not mapped as areas of potential liquefaction
(CalOES, 2015).
Any development which occurs subsequent to the project entitlements, such as the anticipated future
residential development, including a single family residence or manufactured home on each of the 55
potential lots, would be subject to the Del Norte County General Plan and Zoning Code, in addition to the
latest version of the California Building Code (CBC), to reduce any potential geological risks.
VII.a.i-ii) As discussed above, the Site is not located within an Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone (DOC –
Regulatory, 2015), nor are there any Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones within Del Norte County (DOC –
Alquist, 2018). However, due to the proximity of several active seismic sources offshore to the west,
including the Cascadia subduction zone (DOC - Fault, 2015), the Site is considered to be located within a
seismically active region in which large earthquakes may be expected to occur during the economic
lifespan (50 years) of any development on the Site. Anticipated future residential development at the Site
would be subject to the Del Norte County General Plan and Zoning Code, as well as the latest version of
the CBC, which would reduce any potential geological risks. A less than significant impact would occur.
VII.a.iii) Although the Site has high groundwater levels (LACO, 2018a), the Site and surrounding area is not
mapped as an area of potential liquefaction (CalOES, 2015). Because anticipated future development at
the Site would be required to adhere to the requirements of the latest version of the CBC and the County
General Plan and Zoning Code, a less than significant impact would occur.
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VII.a.iv) The potential for landslides to occur at the Site is considered low. The topography of the Site and
surrounding area is gently sloping, with slopes generally between 5 and 10 percent. Per the California
Department of Conservation’s landslide inventory, no historical landslides have been mapped within the
Site; the nearest mapped historic landslide is approximately 0.4 miles east of the Site (DOC - Geologic,
2018). A less than significant impact would occur.
VII.b) Although no development is proposed under the project at this time, future residential development
at the Site is anticipated, which would require site preparation, excavation, and grading; however, the
anticipated future residential development would not result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.
Any development which occurs subsequent to the proposed project would be subject to the Del Norte
County General Plan and Zoning Code, which include environmental protections. Additionally, as a
condition of approval, the County will require that standard BMPs be implemented by the project
contractor once anticipated future residential development occurs on-site, which may include the use of
straw bales, fiber rolls, and/or silt fencing structures to assure the minimization of erosion resulting from
construction and to avoid runoff into sensitive habitat areas, limiting ground disturbance to the minimum
necessary, and stabilizing disturbed soil areas as soon as feasible after construction is completed. The
SWPPP required under the project will also be required to specify the particular BMPs to be implemented by
the proposed project. With the required condition of approval, the proposed project and anticipated
future development would not result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil and a less than significant
impact would occur.
VII.c) As previously discussed, the potential for landslides to occur at the Site is considered low.

The

topography of the Site and surrounding area is gently sloping, with slopes generally between 5 and 10
percent. Per the California Department of Conservation’s landslide inventory, no historical landslides have
been mapped within the Site; the nearest mapped historic landslide is approximately 0.4 miles east of the
Site (DOC - Geologic, 2018). Additionally, due to the Site’s topography, the potential for lateral spreading,
should strong ground shaking and liquefaction occur, is considered low.
As described above, the Site is not located within a mapped Alquist-Priolo special studies zone; however,
the Site is located within a seismically active region and would be likely to experience strong ground
shaking during the economic lifespan of any development on-site. Although no development is proposed
at this time, future residential development is anticipated to occur at the Site, including the construction of
up to 55 single family residences or manufactured homes. Any development which occurs subsequent to
the proposed project would be subject to the Del Norte County General Plan and Zoning Code, in addition
to the latest version of the CBC. With adherence to the required standards, potential geological risks would
be minimized and a less than significant impact would occur.
VII.d) No known expansive soils are located at the Site. Expansive soils generally comprise cohesive, finegrained clay soils and represent a significant structural hazard to buildings founded on them, especially
where seasonal fluctuations in soil moisture occur at the foundation-bearing depth. The subsurface soils at
the Site are predominantly loam, clay loam, and sandy clay loam, with a plasticity rating of 8.8 to 10.6
percent (Web Soil Survey, 2017), indicating the soils are unlikely to be affected by seasonal wetting and
drying. Since anticipated future residential development at the Site would not be constructed on
expansive soil, no impact would occur.
VII.e) As the Site is not located within the service boundary of any community services district, the Site is and
would continue to not be served by community water or wastewater service. Anticipated future residential
development at the Site would be anticipated to utilize on-site wells and wastewater treatment systems.
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LACO was retained by GDRCo to determine the suitability of the Site for private on-site wastewater
treatment systems. The results of LACO’s analysis is provided in a letter to GDRCo, titled Preliminary On-Site
Wastewater Treatment Evaluation Test Results, dated May 2, 2018 (see Appendix G). As provided in the
letter, percolation tests were conducted to obtain preliminary data of the soils infiltration capacity and
determine preliminary on-site wastewater treatment system designs.
LACO conducted an on-site wastewater treatment system exploration, in general accordance with the
current Del Norte County Sewage Disposal Regulations, at six locations across the Site to determine the
suitability of on-site wastewater treatment. Potential residential sites in the vicinity of two Piezometers (PZ;
PZ-5 and PZ-6), located within the southern and southwestern portions of the Site, appear to be able to
support conventional gravity on-site wastewater treatment systems. All other PZ locations (PZ-1 through PZ4), located in the southeastern, northeastern, northwestern, and western portions of the Site, respectively,
due to high groundwater elevations (between 2 and 5 feet below ground surface[bgs]) encountered
during percolation testing would require shallow low-pressure distribution or Wisconsin mound on-site
wastewater treatment systems. Since the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems
could be adequately supported on-site, a less than significant impact would occur.
VII.f) There is the possibility that unique paleontological resources or sites or unique geologic features could
exist on the project Site, as the Site has not yet been substantially excavated. However, with the
incorporation of Mitigation Measure GEO-1, below, which contains specific requirements in the event any
fossils or fossil-bearing deposits are encountered during anticipated future residential development at the
Site, a less than significant impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
GEO-1: In the event that fossils or fossil-bearing deposits are discovered during anticipated future residential
construction on-site, the contractor shall notify a qualified paleontologist to examine the discovery and
excavations within 50 feet of the find shall be temporarily halted or diverted. The area of discovery shall be
protected to ensure that fossils are not removed, handled, altered, or damaged until the Site is properly
evaluated and further action is determined. The paleontologist shall document the discovery as needed, in
accordance with Society of Vertebrate Paleontology standards (Society of Vertebrate Paleontology 1995),
evaluate the potential resource, and assess the significance of the finding under the criteria set forth in
CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5. The paleontologist shall notify the appropriate agencies to determine
procedures that would be followed before construction is allowed to resume at the location of the find. If
the project proponent determines that avoidance is not feasible, the paleontologist shall prepare an
excavation plan for mitigating the effect of the project based on the qualities that make the resource
important. The plan shall be submitted to the County of Del Norte for review and approval prior to
implementation.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated on Geology
and Soils.
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VIII. GREENHOUSE
project:
a)
b)

GAS

EMISSIONS.

Would

the

Generate greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), either
directly or indirectly, that may have a significant
impact on the environment?
Conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation
adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of
greenhouse gases?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Thresholds of Significance: The project would have a significant effect on greenhouse gas emissions if it
would generate greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), either directly or indirectly, that may have a significant
impact on the environment; or conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the
purpose of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases.
DISCUSSION
The Site is located within the North Coast Air Basin (NCAB) and is subject to North Coast Unified Air Quality
Management District (NCUAQMD) requirements. The NCUAQMD is responsible for monitoring and
enforcing federal, State, and local air quality standards in Humboldt, Del Norte, and Trinity Counties.
The Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, also known as Assembly Bill (AB) 32, is a State law that establishes
a comprehensive program to reduce GHG emissions from all sources throughout the State. AB 32 requires
the State to reduce its total GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, a reduction of approximately 15 percent
below emissions expected under a “business as usual” scenario. Pursuant to AB 32, the California Air
Resources Board (CARB) must adopt regulations to achieve the maximum technologically feasible and
cost-effective GHG emission reductions. The following major GHGs and groups of GHGs being emitted into
the atmosphere are included under AB 32: carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O),
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), and nitrogen trifluoride (NF3)
(CARB, 2014). Assembly Bill (AB) 1803, which became law in 2006, made CARB responsible to prepare,
adopt, and update California’s GHG inventory. The 2020 GHG emissions limit statewide, equal to the 1990
level, is 431 million metric tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (MMTCO2e) (CARB, 2017). Pursuant to
Executive Order S-3-05, California has a reduction target to reduce GHG emissions to 80 percent below
1990 levels (CARB, 2014).
In 2016, California’s total GHG emissions were estimated to be 429.4 million metric tons of CO2e (MMTCO2e)
by CARB. As shown in Table 4 below, the transportation sector accounts for the largest percentage of
California’s GHG emissions (41 percent) (CARB, 2018).
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Table 4. California’s GHG Emissions by Economic Sector
Economic Sector
Transportation

Percentage of California’s Total GHG
Emissions
41%

Industrial

23%

Electricity (in state)

10%

Agriculture

8%

Residential

7%

Electricity (imports)

6%

Commercial

5%

Not Specified

<1%
Total

100%

Source: California Air Resources Board (CARB). California Greenhouse Gas
Emission Inventory – 2018 Edition. Accessed September 25, 2018. Available at:
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/data/data.htm.

As provided in the Del Norte County 2016 Regional Transportation Plan (November 2016), prepared by
Green Dot Transportation Solutions for the Del Norte County Local Transportation Commission, GHG
inventories specific to Del Norte County do not yet exist. However, it is important to note that rural areas,
such as Del Norte County, generally have higher GHG emissions per capita than urban areas (Green Dot,
2016).
The California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) was utilized to quantify potential criteria pollution and
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions associated with both construction and operation of the future residential
development anticipated at the Site. The model quantifies direct emissions from construction and
operational activities (including vehicle use), as well as indirect emissions, such as GHG emissions from
energy use, solid waste disposal, vegetation planting and/or removal, and water use. Further, the model
identifies mitigation measures to reduce criteria pollutants and GHG emissions along with calculating the
benefits achieved from measures chosen by the user (CalEEMOD). The results of the CalEEMod analysis in
their entirety are included in Appendix C.
Although no development is proposed at this time at the Site, emissions in the vicinity of the project site
would be anticipated to increase once the anticipated future residential development at the Site occurs.
According to the CalEEMod results for the proposed future development, construction (unmitigated and
mitigated) of the proposed project would result in approximately 16.98 to 823.30 MTCO2e per year, with an
average of 321.17 MTCO2e per year. The unmitigated operational emissions of CO2 equivalent gasses
would be approximately 873.39 MTCO2e per year, while mitigated operational emission of CO2 equivalent
gasses are estimated to be approximately 871.14 MTCO2e per year, a 0.26 percent reduction.
Specific GHG emissions data is not available for Del Norte County. However, the maximum GHG emissions
expected under the anticipated future residential development at the Site would equate to approximately
0.0002 percent (unmitigated and mitigated construction and mitigated operational) of California’s total
GHG emissions recorded in 2016.
VIII.a) At this time, no development is currently proposed on-site. Based on the land use and zoning
designations requested by GDRCo, up to 55 residential lots could be created and developed on the Site in
the future. Although the project does not involve any activities that would increase GHGs or cause GHGs to
vary substantially from current levels at this time, anticipated future residential development on-site would
be anticipated to increase GHGs, and, as discussed above, the annual GHG emissions anticipated under
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the proposed project would equate to approximately 0.0002 percent (unmitigated and mitigated
construction and mitigated operational) of California’s total GHG emissions recorded in 2016.
As described in Section III, Air Quality, above, two mitigation measures (Mitigation Measures AIR-1 and AIR2) are required in order to reduce potential air quality impacts associated with the project, including
requiring compliance with NCUAQMD standards and regulations and maintaining all construction
equipment in good working condition. With the incorporation of Mitigation Measures, AIR-1 and AIR-2,
potential GHG emissions associated with the anticipated future residential development on-site would be
reduced, and a less than significant impact would occur.
VIII.b) The proposed project would not conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for
the purpose of reducing the emissions of GHGs. Currently, there is no adopted plan or policy in the County
specifically related to GHG emissions. While the County’s General Plan does not currently contain goals
directly related to reducing GHGs and climate change, it does include other relevant policies and goals
that would have an effect in reducing GHG emissions, with which the proposed project would comply.
Since the proposed project would not conflict with local, NCUAQMD, State, or federal regulations
pertaining to GHG emissions, a less than significant impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
See Mitigations Measures AIR-1 and AIR-2

FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated on
Greenhouse Gas Emissions.
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IX. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS. Would
the project:
a)

Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use, or
disposal of hazardous materials?
b) Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through reasonably foreseeable upset
and accident conditions involving the release of
hazardous materials into the environment?
c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or
acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste
within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed
school?
d) Be located on a site which is included on a list of
hazardous materials sites complied pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result,
would it create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment?
e) For a project located within an airport land use plan
or, where such a plan has not been adopted, within
two miles of a public airport or public use airport,
would the project result in a safety hazard or
excessive noise for people residing or working in the
project area?
f) Impair implementation of, or physically interfere with
an adopted emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan?
g) Expose people or structures, either directly or
indirectly, to a significant risk of loss, injury or death
involving wildland fires?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Thresholds of Significance: The project would have a significant effect on hazards and hazardous materials
if it were to create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably foreseeable
upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the environment; emit
hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste within onequarter mile of an existing or proposed school; be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous
materials sites complied pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would create a
significant hazard to the public or the environment; result in a safety hazard or excessive noise for people
residing or working in the project area if located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has
not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport; or impair the implementation
of, or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan; or
expose people or structures, either directly or indirectly, to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving
wildland fires.
DISCUSSION
A material is considered hazardous if it appears on a list of hazardous materials prepared by a federal,
state, or local agency, or has characteristics defined as hazardous by a federal, state, or local agency.
Chemical and physical properties such as toxicity, ignitability, corrosiveness, and reactivity cause a
substance to be considered hazardous. These properties are defined in the California Code of Regulations
(CCR), Title 22, §66261.20-66261.24. A “hazardous waste” includes any hazardous material that is discarded,
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abandoned, or will be recycled. Therefore, the criteria that render a material hazardous also cause a
waste to be classified as hazardous (California Health and Safety Code, §25117).
The Site is currently vacant and forested and contains various unmaintained dirt roads and skid trails
scattered throughout the Site. The Site does not include any known hazardous waste sites, as mapped by
the State Water Resources Quality Control Board (SWRQCB) or the California Department of Toxic
Substances Control (DTSC). As provided on SWRQCB’s GeoTracker database, two listed sites are located
approximately half mile north of the project Site at Pelican Bay State Prison, including a leaking
underground storage tank (LUST) Cleanup Site and a Cleanup Program Site, both of which are completed
and cases closed.
IX.a-b) Future development on the Site may require the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous
materials common to residential development, as well as the grading and construction process, such as
gasoline, diesel fuel, hydraulic fluids, oils, and lubricants, in addition to cleaning solvents and household
cleaning supplies. However, the types and quantities of hazardous materials to be used are not expected
to pose a significant risk to the public and/or environment and would be managed in accordance with
federal, State, and local regulations. Since the transport, use, and storage of any hazardous materials at
the Site would be required to be conducted in accordance with all federal, State, and local regulations, a
less than significant impact would occur.
IX.c) The two schools located nearest to the Site are Redwood Elementary School, located approximately
1.75 miles north of the Site, and Sunset High School, located approximately 1.83 miles south of the Site. As
there are no schools located within one-quarter mile of the Site, no impact would occur.
IX.d) The Site has not been identified on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code §65962. A records search was conducted using the State Water Resources Control
Board’s (SWRCB) GeoTracker database and the State of California Department of Toxic Substance
Control’s (DTSC) EnviroStor database. Since no hazards waste or materials sites have been identified on the
Site, no impact would occur.
IX.e) The Site is not included in an airport land use plan and is not within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport. The nearest airport to the Site is the Del Norte County Regional Airport (also known as
Jack McNamara Field), a public airport, which is located approximately 5.7 miles southwest of the Site. As a
result, the proposed project, including anticipated future residential development, would not result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working at or near the Site. No impact would occur
IX.f) Per Section 2 (Safety and Noise) of the Del Norte County General Plan, the County has an existing
emergency operations plan. Several policies in the General Plan address continued maintenance and
updating of the County Emergency Operations Plan, expanding the Emergency Operations Plan to
address emergency transportation, shelter, and medical services, and coordinating with various agencies
to update and maintain an evacuation and access plan with alternative routes for efficient emergency
operations following a large-scale disaster.
Since anticipated future residential development at the Site would be required to be designed and
developed in accordance with all design standards and requirements, in addition to all land use plans,
policies, and regulations, a less than significant impact would occur.
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IX.g) The Site is located within the State Responsibility Area (SRA) and is classified as having a “Moderate”
fire hazard severity rating (CalFire, 2012). As discussed in the Countywide Fire Services Municipal Service
Review and Sphere of Influence Update (Countywide Fire Services MSR), adopted on May 23, 2016, by the
Del Norte County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo), the Site is located within the service
boundaries of the Fort Dick Fire Protection District (FPD), which provides fire suppression, hazardous material
responses, and emergency medical services to a service area of 30 square miles and approximately 6,270
residents (LAFCo, 2016).
The Site is currently vacant and forested. Although no development is proposed at this time, future
residential development is anticipated at the Site. Based on Site constraints and required buffers, the Site is
estimated to have a development potential of 167 acres and would allow for up to a maximum of 55
residential lots, assuming the requested land use and zoning designations of RR3 and RR-3 MFH,
respectively, are approved for the Site. In order to accommodate the anticipated future residential
development, it is estimated that most, if not all, trees would be removed from the Site, which would
greatly reduce the Site’s potential for wildland fire at the Site. Should a fire occur at the Site, the Fort Dick
FPD operates two stations in close proximity to the Site:
•
Station #1 (Kings Valley Station), located at 6534 Kings Valley Road, approximately 1.4 miles north
of the Site; and
•
Station #2 (Lake Earl Station), located at 4190 Lake Earl Drive, approximately 3 miles southwest of
the Site (LAFCo, 2016).
Additionally, the Fort Dick FPD has mutual aid agreements with neighboring fire service providers including:
Crescent FPD, Smith River FPD, Gasquet FPD, Klamath FPD, Crescent City Volunteer Fire Department,
Pelican Bay State Prison Fire Department, US National Park Service, US Forest Service, and CalFire. The Fort
Dick FPD also has mutual aid agreements with a number of fire districts in Oregon, such as Winchuck FPD,
Harbor FPD, Brookings FPD and Pistol River FPD (LAFCo, 2016). In a letter received from Randy L. Crawford,
Fort Dick FPD Fire Chief, dated October 26, 2017 (see Appendix J), Mr. Crawford expressed concerns
associated with the proposed project and anticipated future residential development. Specifically,
concerns were raised with respect to the increase in demand for fire services and how sufficient fire flow
would be provided. It is important to note that development would not occur for at least 10 years, after the
10 year TPZ rollout is finalized, and that future development plans will be evaluated at the time of submittal
to ensure sufficient fire protection services and adequate fire flow is provided.
CalFire is responsible for the suppression of wildland fires within the SRA and approximately 85 percent of
the Fort Dick FPD’s boundaries are located within a designated SRA. CalFire stations are staffed during
declared fire season, typically June to October, and engines may respond to calls other than wildland fires
if they are available and the call will not affect their core responsibilities. Although the State is responsible
for wildland fire suppression within the SRA, CalFire relies on local fire departments to respond to such
incidents and provide initial attack to ensure that the fires are suppressed at the earliest possible stage
(LAFCo, 2016).
There are no elements of the project that would exacerbate the risk of wildland fire at the Site. No
development is proposed at this time, although future residential development is anticipated on-site. As
previously discussed, the Site has a development potential of approximately 167 acres and may result in
the development of up to 55 single family residences or manufactures homes on-site, each on 3-acre
minimum lots. While some trees may be left to provide character or visual screening (as required per
Mitigation Measure AES-1), it is possible that the majority of trees on-site would be removed during
construction. Since the Site is located within the SRA, anticipated future development on-site would be
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required to comply with Title 19 (SRA Fire Safe Regulations) of the Del Norte County Code, which prescribe
standards pertaining to emergency access and egress, signing and building numbering, emergency water,
and fuel modification. Additionally, the Site is not considered a “high” fire hazard area. Due to the slow
growth rate of the area, it is anticipated that construction would occur on-site as necessary to
accommodate the anticipated housing needs of the area, which would likely occur over the course of
many years. Before the anticipated future residential construction can begin, the 10-year TPZ rollout would
need to be finalized and a subdivision would be necessary to divide the Site into individual 3 acre minimum
lots. If and when the Site is proposed for subdivision (a discretionary approval) in the future, in at least 10
years, the applicable fire districts would be consulted at that time to ensure the subdivision and
anticipated development would meet all standards pertaining to fire safety and service ratios.
Because the Site is served by CalFire, Fort Dick FPD, and numerous other FPDs through mutual aid
agreements, it is anticipated that future development at the Site would be served by sufficient fire
protection services. A less than significant impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
No mitigation required.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact on Hazards or Hazardous Materials.
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X. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY. Would the
project:
a)
b)

c)

d)
e)

Violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements or otherwise substantially
degrade surface or ground water quality?
Substantially decrease groundwater supplies or
interfere substantially with groundwater recharge
such that the project may impede sustainable
groundwater management of the basin?
Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the
site or area, including through the alteration of the
course of a stream or river or through the addition of
impervious surfaces, in a manner, which would:
i)
Result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or
off-site?
ii) Substantially increase the rate or amount of
surface runoff in a manner which would result
in flooding on- or off-site?
iii) Create or contribute runoff water which
would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?
iv) Impede or redirect flood flows?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

In flood hazard, tsunami, or seiche zones, risk release
of pollutants due to project inundation?
Conflict with or obstruct implementation of a water
quality control plan or sustainable groundwater
management plan?

Thresholds of Significance: The project would have a significant effect on hydrology and water quality if it
would violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements or otherwise substantially
degrade surface or ground water quality; substantially decrease groundwater supplies or interfere
substantially with groundwater recharge such that the project may impede sustainable groundwater
management of the basin; substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a stream or river or through the addition of impervious surfaces, in a
manner, which would result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site, substantially increase the rate or
amount of surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on- or off-site, create or contribute
runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or planned stormwater drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff, or impede or redirect flows; in flood hazard,
tsunami, or seiche zones, risk release of pollutants due to project inundation; or conflict with or obstruct
implementation of a water quality control plan or sustainable groundwater management plan.
DISCUSSION
The Site and surrounding area are located outside of the Coastal Zone and is within an “Area of Minimal
Flood Hazard”, as shown on the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) flood maps
06015C0207F (very northern portion of Site) and 06015C0209F (FEMA, n.d.). Although the USFWS’s National
Wetlands Inventory does not show any wetlands or riparian habitat within the boundaries of the Site,
several constraint areas, including Class I and II watercourses (tributaries to Yonkers Creek and Camp Six
Creek), were identified in the northern and southwestern portions of the Site, during surveys completed as
part of the Timber Harvest Plan (THP) prepared in 2009 for a portion of the Site and adjacent GDRCo lands.
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The identified resources require a minimum building setback of a least 100 feet from the top of bank or
outer edge of riparian vegetation, whichever is greater.
Currently, the approximately 211.7-acre Site is forested and undeveloped. The Site is located adjacent to
Highway 101 and is bisected in the southeastern portion of the Site by Wonder Stump Road. The Site was
last logged by GDRCo in 2010 and contains former logging roads throughout the Site. Since the Site is not
within the service boundary of any community services district, the Site is and would continue to not be
served by community water or wastewater service. Anticipated future residential development at the Site
would be anticipated to utilize on-site wells and wastewater treatment systems, such as conventional
gravity, shallow low-pressure distribution, or Wisconsin mound on-site wastewater treatment systems.
As the Site is currently undeveloped, stormwater at the Site tends to infiltrate the soil. However, excess
stormwater runoff from the Site is in the form of sheet flow. Although no development is proposed at this
time, future anticipated residential development is anticipated at the Site, including the construction of up
to 55 single family residences or manufactured homes on each potential 3 acre lot (55 total). Due to an
increase in impervious surfaces at the Site, it is anticipated that surface run-off would increase. However,
because of the ample lot sizes anticipated under a future subdivision, it is anticipated that a considerable
amount of stormwater would continue to infiltrate on-site under future residential development.
Urban run-off and other “non-point source” (NPS) discharges are regulated by the 1972 Federal Clean
Water Act (CWA) through the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit program. The
NPDES Program is a federal program which has been delegated to the State of California for
implementation through the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and the nine Regional Water
Quality Control Boards (RWQCB) across the state (SWRCB – NPDES, 2018). Because anticipated future
residential development on-site would disturb more than one acre of land, it would be required to obtain
coverage under the General Permit for Discharges of Storm Water Associated with Construction Activity,
Construction General Permit Order No. 2009-0009-DWG. Construction activities subject to this permit
includes clearing, grading, and disturbances to the ground (such as stockpiling or excavation), all of which
would be anticipated under future on-site development. The Construction General Permit requires
operators of such construction sites to implement stormwater controls and develop a Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) (SWRCB – Construction, 2018) to outline how the project would minimize the
discharge of sediment and other pollutants and identify specific Best Management Practices (BMPs) to be
implemented. Such BMPs may include straw bales, fiber rolls, and/or silt fencing structures to assure the
minimization of erosion resulting from construction and to avoid runoff into sensitive habitat areas (including
the identified Class I and II waterways identified on-site), limit ground disturbance to the minimum
necessary, and stabilize disturbed soil areas as soon as feasible after construction is completed.
As previously discussed, LACO prepared a Preliminary Groundwater Supply Assessment Technical
Memorandum (Preliminary Groundwater Supply Assessment) (see Appendix H), dated November 2, 2018,
to evaluate the feasibility of developing domestic well(s) on-site to serve future residential development
anticipated at the Site. The Battery Formation is the principal acquirer in the southern two-thirds of the Smith
River Plain and the local groundwater resource. Well yields within the Battery Formation and located near
the Site are noted as generally large enough for domestic and limited irrigation uses. Based on existing
available data published by the Department of Water Resources, preliminary findings of drilling explorations
at the Site, and analysis of precipitation, groundwater levels, and expected future water usage, it appears
that the Battery Formation is capable of supplying the minimum daily domestic waste supply required to
serve the maximum number of residential lots anticipated at the Site in the future (55 lots). The Preliminary
Groundwater Supply Assessment provides several recommendations regarding the depth, siting, and
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sealing of the anticipated wells, in addition to completing a test well to confirm the aquifer has adequate
capacity.
X.a) Although no development is currently proposed, future residential development is anticipated on-site.
As discussed above, because the Site is not within the service boundary of any community services district,
the Site is and would continue to not be served by community water or wastewater service. Anticipated
future residential development at the Site would be anticipated to utilize on-site wells and wastewater
treatment systems, such as conventional gravity, shallow low-pressure distribution, or Wisconsin mound onsite wastewater treatment systems. All systems developed on-site would be required to be developed in
accordance with all development standards. Since anticipated future residential development at the Site
would disturb more than one acre of land, future on-site development proposal(s) spanning more than one
acre in size would be required to comply with the SWRCB’s Construction General Permit and include a
SWPPP that describes how the project would minimize discharging sediment and other pollutants, including
specific BMPs to be implemented during construction of the anticipated future residential development onsite.
As noted in LACO’s Preliminary Groundwater Supply Assessment, dated November 2, 2018 (see Appendix
H), the proposed number of units (up to 55 single family residents or manufactured homes) could cause
potential impact to the water quality due to the concentration of onsite wastewater treatment systems
and may require further study; however, there are several areas to the north, south, and west with similar
residential densities to that which is proposed that do not appear to have groundwater impacts from onsite wastewater treatment systems. In the report, it is noted that wells are required to be sited a minimum
horizontal distance of 100 feet from any disposal field in accordance with current water well and
NCRWQCB’s North Coast Basin Plan standards. It is recommended, where feasible, that disposal field
setbacks greater than 100 feet be maintained to reduce the potential for wastewater discharge to affect
the domestic water source. Additionally, all new water wells shall be constructed by a licensed well-drilling
contractor in accordance with the American Water Works Association Standards and the California
Department of Water Resources’ Water Well Standards (LACO, 2018a). The County will include LACO’s
recommendations included in the Preliminary Groundwater Supply Assessment as conditions of approval.
Adherence to the recommendations and compliance with the conditions of approval would ensure a less
than significant impact would occur.
X.b) The proposed project, including anticipated future residential development of up to 55 single family
residences or manufactures homes on-site, would not be anticipated to substantially decrease
groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater recharge such that the project may
impede sustainable groundwater management of the basin. As noted above, due to an increase in
impervious surfaces at the Site once future anticipated residential occurs, it is anticipated that surface runoff would increase; however, because of the ample lot sizes anticipated under a future subdivision, it is
anticipated that a considerable amount of stormwater would continue to infiltrate on-site under future
residential development. Additionally, as discussed in the Preliminary Groundwater Supply Assessment
(LACO, 2018a), it is expected that the Battery Formation, the local groundwater resource, would be
capable of supplying the minimum daily domestic water supply requirements needed to serve the
maximum amount of development expected on-site in the future, with the anticipated usage well-below
the annual input due to rainfall. A less than significant impact would occur.
X.c.i-ii) The proposed project and anticipated future residential development would not result in substantial
erosion or siltation on- or off-site, or substantially increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner
which would result in flooding on- or off-site. The anticipated future residential development on-site would
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introduce new impermeable surfaces, as the Site is currently undeveloped. However, due to the ample lot
sizes (3 acre minimum) anticipated under a future subdivision, it is anticipated that a considerable amount
of stormwater would continue to infiltrate on-site under future residential development. As previously
discussed, once anticipated future residential development is proposed for the Site, a SWPPP would be
required and during construction, the project contractor would be required to implement BMPs, which may
include the use of straw bales, fiber rolls, and/or silt fencing structures to assure the minimization of erosion
resulting from construction and to avoid runoff into sensitive habitat areas, limiting ground disturbance to
the minimum necessary, and stabilizing disturbed soil areas as soon as feasible after construction is
completed. A less than significant impact would occur.
X.c.iii) The County of Del Norte is responsible for storm drainage within all unincorporated areas of the
County; however, the majority of the County, including the project area, does not have stormwater
conveyance systems, but rather follows a more natural drainage pattern before either infiltrating or
entering a waterway. Adjacent to the Site, Highway 101 and Wonder Stump Road are graded and
elevated to allow runoff to drain off either side of the road. There is no existing curb, gutter, and sidewalk
adjacent to or in the vicinity of the Site, although it is anticipated that these features would be a
requirement once anticipated future residential development is proposed on-site.
Since the Site is currently undeveloped, stormwater at the Site tends to infiltrate the soil. However, excess
stormwater runoff from the Site is in the form of sheet flow. Although no development is proposed at this
time, future anticipated residential development is anticipated at the Site, including the construction of up
to 55 single family residences or manufactured homes, one per each potential 3 acre minimum lot. Due to
an increase in impervious surfaces at the Site, it is anticipated that surface run-off would increase. However,
because of the ample lot sizes anticipated under a future subdivision, it is anticipated that a considerable
amount of stormwater would continue to infiltrate on-site under future residential development.
Additionally, as discussed under Section X, Hydrology and Water Quality, above, because future
development on-site would disturb more than one acre, it would be required to obtain coverage under
the General Permit for Discharges of Storm Water Associated with Construction Activity, Construction
General Permit Order No. 2009-0009-DWG. Construction activities subject to this permit includes clearing,
grading, and disturbances to the ground (such as stockpiling or excavation), all of which would be
anticipated under future on-site development. The Construction General Permit requires the development
of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) (SWRCB – Construction, 2018) to outline how the project
would minimize the discharge of sediment and other pollutants. A less than significant impact would occur.
X.c.iv) As noted above, the Site and surrounding area are located within an “Area of Minimal Flood
Hazard”, as shown on the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) flood maps 06015C0207F
(very northern portion of Site) and 06015C0209F (FEMA, n.d.). As previously discussed, the Site contains a
gently sloped wooded area. Specifically, the Site is located at an elevation of approximately 125 feet
above mean sea level and slopes to the west at an approximately 5 to 10 percent slope. Due to the Site’s
location outside of a flood zone and the topography of the Site, a less than significant impact would occur.
X.d) The topography of the Site and surrounding area is gently sloping, with slopes generally between 5
and 10 percent. The Site is located outside of the coastal zone boundary and as discussed above, the Site
and surrounding area is not within a flood zone. As shown on Del Norte County’s GIS Interactive Map (2013)
and the California Department of Conservation’s tsunami inundation map for the Crescent City
Quadrangle (2018), the Site is also located outside of the tsunami evacuation zone. The Site is located
approximately 0.9 miles east of Lake Earl and the potential for seiches to occur is minimal. A significant
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amount of pollution is not anticipated under the project and there are no elements of the project or
anticipated future residential development that would increase the potential for inundation at the Site. As
such, future anticipated development at the site would not be subject to inundation by seiche, tsunami, or
mudflow. No impact would occur.
X.e) The proposed project would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of a water quality control
plan or sustainable groundwater management plan, as there are no such plans applicable to the Site. No
impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
No mitigation required.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact on Hydrology and Water Quality.
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XI. LAND USE AND PLANNING. Would the project:
a)

Physically divide an established community?

b)

Cause a significant environmental impact due to a
conflict with any land use plan, policy, or regulation
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE: The project would have a significant effect on land use and planning if it
would physically divide an established community or cause a significant environmental impact due to a
conflict with any land use plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect.
DISCUSSION
The Site is currently designated as “Timberland” (TBR) under the Del Norte County General Plan and is
currently zoned as “Timberland Preserve Zone” (TPZ) under the Del Norte County Zoning Code. GDRCo
would like to amend the existing land use and zoning designations to Rural Residential with one lot unit per
three acres (RR3) and Rural Residential with three- to five-acre lot sizes and a Manufactured Housing
combining district (RR-3 MFH), respectively. At this time, only a change in the Site’s current land use and
zoning designations, including a ten-year TPZ rollout, is being proposed for the Site. A subdivision or any
associated development is not currently proposed; however, future residential development is anticipated
on-site after the 10-year TPZ rollout is finalized. Although the Site is currently vacant and forested, up to 55
residential units may be developed on-site on 3 acre minimum lots, spanning approximately 167 total acres.
The MFH combining district would allow for more flexibility once future development is proposed, by
allowing for either a conventional single family residential dwelling or a manufactured home on each 3
acre minimum lot.
XI.a) The proposed project and anticipated future residential development would not physically divide an
established community. As noted above, future residential development is anticipated at the Site, although
no development is proposed under the project at this time. The proposed project, which involves a GPA/ZR
to amend the Site’s current land use and zoning designations to RR3 and RR-3 MFH, respectively, would be
consistent with surrounding residential land use and zoning designations (see Figures 2 through 5).
Additionally, future residential development anticipated at the Site would be consistent with surrounding
uses, which includes rural residential development immediately to the north, south, and east of the Site. A
less than significant impact would occur.
XI.b) As discussed above, the Site is currently designated as TBR under the Del Norte County General Plan
and is currently zoned as TPZ under the Del Norte County Zoning Code. GDRCo would like to amend the
existing land use and zoning designations to RR3 and RR-3 MFH, respectively. Since the anticipated future
development anticipated on-site would be required to be developed in accordance with all land use
plans, policies, and regulations, including the recommended mitigation measures included in this Initial
Study, a less than significant impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
No mitigation required.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact on Land Use and Planning.
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XII. MINERAL RESOURCES. Would the project:
a)
b)

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral
resource that would be of value to the region and
the residents of the state?
Result in the loss of availability of a locally important
mineral resource recovery site delineated on a local
general plan, specific plan or other land use plan?

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE: The project would have a significant effect on mineral resources if it would
result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value to the region and the
residents of the state or result in the loss of availability of a locally important mineral resource recovery site
delineated on a local general plan, specific plan, or other land use plan.
DISCUSSION
The Site is not located in an area of known rock, aggregate, sand, or other mineral resource deposits of
local, regional, or State residents. There are no known mineral resources of significance on the Site that
would be made unavailable by the proposed project. Furthermore, the parcel is not utilized for Surface
Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA) (CA Dept. of Conservation, 2015, and USGS, n.d.).
XII.a-b) The project area does not contain mineral resources that are of value locally, to the region, or to
residents. The project area is not identified as a locally important mineral resource recovery site delineated
on a local general plan, specific plan, or other land use plan. Therefore, the proposed project would not
interfere with materials extraction or otherwise cause a short-term or long-term decrease in the availability
of mineral resources. No impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
No mitigation required.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have No Impact on Mineral Resources.
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XIII. NOISE. Would the project result in:
a)

b)
c)

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Generation of a substantial temporary or permanent
increase in ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the
project in excess of standard established in the local
general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies?
Generation of excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels?
For a project located within the vicinity of private
airstrip or an airport land use plan or, where such a
plan has not been adopted, within two miles of a
public airport or public use airport, would the project
expose people residing or working in the project area
to excessive noise levels?

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE: The project would have a significant effect on noise if it would result in the
generation of a substantial temporary or permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the
project in excess of standard established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies; or generation of excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise
levels; or expose people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels (for a project
located within the vicinity of a private airstrip or an airport or an airport land use plan, or where such as
plan has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport).
DISCUSSION
Section 2 (Safety and Noise) of the Del Norte County General Plan includes goals and policies related to
noise within the County. The Site is located adjacent to Highway 101 and is located between Highway 199
and State Route 197. As provided in Table 2-1 (Future Traffic Noise Levels Along Del Norte County
Roadways) of Section 2 of the County’s General Plan, this roadway segment has a daily traffic volume of
approximately 13,900 vehicles and experiences the following noise levels, as illustrated in Table 5, below:
Table 5. Current Noise Levels Along Highway 101
Segment
Highway 199 to State Route 197

Noise Level 100 ft. from
Centerline (Ldn)
71

Contour Distances (in feet from Centerline)
70 Ldn
177

65 Ldn
251

60 Ldn
1,166

Source: Table 2-1, Section 2 (Safety and Noise), Del Norte County General Plan, January 28, 2003.

Based on the information provided in Table 5, above, the very eastern portion of the Site experiences noise
levels in excess of 70 Ldn; however, the majority of the Site, within the central and western potions of the
Site, experiences noise levels of 60 Ldn or less. Per Policy 2.H.1 of the County General Plan, single family
residential uses, such as what is anticipated at the Site in the future, are considered to be “noise sensitive.”
Pursuant to Policy 2.H.2, the development of new noise sensitive land uses adjacent to existing or planned
transportation, such as the future residential development anticipated on-site, which is located adjacent to
Highway 101, would require a noise impact analysis in areas where current or future exterior noise levels
from transportation sources exceeds 65 CNEL/Ldn. In order to assure the anticipated future residential uses
would be constructed in an area with acceptable noise levels, it is recommended that a noise buffer of
251 feet from the centerline of Highway 101 be observed (see Mitigation Measure NOISE-1).
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XIII.a) Although no development is proposed at this time, future residential development is anticipated at
the Site, including the development of up to 55 single family residences or manufactured homes. However,
the future residential development would not be expected to generate noise in excess of what is common
for residential uses once grading and construction are complete.
In order to assure the anticipated future residential uses would be constructed in an area with acceptable
noise levels, it is recommended that a noise buffer of 251 feet from the centerline of Highway 101 be
observed (see Mitigation Measure NOISE-1). Based on the data provided in Table 5, above, by
implementing a minimum 251-foot noise buffer from Highway 101, this would ensure anticipated residential
development on-site would be limited to areas with noise levels of 65 or less Ldn. In compliance with Policy
2.H.4 of the Del Norte County General Plan and as required by Mitigation Measure NOISE-2, below, once
the anticipated future residences are proposed on-site, they shall be designed so that indoor noise levels
do not exceed 45 CNEL/Ldn.
During construction activities, there would be a temporary increase in ambient noise levels at the Site. The
initial clearing and grading of the Site would require the use of heavy equipment. Numerous sensitive
receptors (specifically, residences) are located in the vicinity of the Site, with the nearest located
approximately 88 feet west of the Site. As required under Mitigation Measure NOISE-3, below, neighboring
landowners shall be notified of any subdivision applications being considered for approval creating
additional residential lots allowing for such construction activities. In addition, Mitigation Measure NOISE-4
requires noise-reducing measures, including requiring all equipment driven by internal combustion engines
shall be equipped with mufflers, locating noise-generating uses and construction staging areas as far as
practicable from sensitive receptors, prohibiting unnecessary idling, and limiting once operation of
equipment or outside construction may occur. It is anticipated that construction associated with the future
residential development anticipated on-site would generally occur between the hours of 8:00am to
5:00pm Monday through Friday. Construction outside of these hours may occur but in no case shall
operation of equipment or outside construction occur between 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m (see Mitigation
Measure NOISE-4).
Post-construction noise associated with operation of the proposed project would be generated through
future residential traffic. The primary sources of operational noise associated with the proposed project
would be vehicles traveling to and leaving from the 55 maximum residential units (single family residences
or manufactured homes) anticipated on-site in the future. As provided in the CalEEMod air quality analysis
results, dated July 2, 2019 (see Appendix C), full build-out of the Site is anticipated to result in approximately
524 average weekday, 546 average Saturday, and 475 average Sunday traffic trips. However, given the
Site’s location adjacent to Highway 101, a main source of noise within the vicinity of the Site, the minimal
noise levels associated with the anticipated residences, and the compatibility of the anticipated uses with
existing uses surrounding the subject Site, in addition to the incorporation of Mitigation Measures NOISE-1
through NOISE-4, a less than significant impact would occur.
XIII.b) As noted above, the initial clearing and grading of the Site would require the use of heavy
equipment, which would cause temporary ground borne vibration and ground borne noise exceeding
normally allowable limits. However, these impacts are associated with construction and would be
temporary in nature. With implementation of Mitigation Measures NOISE-3 and NOISE-4, a less than
significant impact would occur.
XIII.c) The Site is not included in an airport land use plan, within the vicinity of a private airstrip, and is not
within two miles of a public airport or public use airport. The nearest airport to the Site is the Del Norte
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County Regional Airport (also known as Jack McNamara Field), a public airport, which is located
approximately 5.7 miles southwest of the Site. As a result, the proposed project, including anticipated future
residential development, would not result in a safety hazard for people residing or working at or near the
Site. No impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
NOISE-1: Future development on-site shall observe a minimum setback of 251 feet from the centerline of
Highway 101.
NOISE-2: All future residential uses proposed on-site shall be designed to ensure that indoor noise levels do
not exceed 45 CNEL/Ldn.
NOISE-3: Neighboring landowners shall be notified of the consideration of subdivision applications creating
lots allowing for the future ability to generate significant construction-related noise.
NOISE-4: All equipment driven by internal combustion engines shall be equipped with mufflers, which are in
good condition and appropriate for the equipment. The construction contractor shall utilize “quiet” models
of air compressors and other stationary noise sources where technology exists. At all times during project
construction, stationary noise-generating equipment shall be located as far as practicable from sensitive
receptors and placed so that emitted noise is directed away from residences. Unnecessary idling of
internal combustion engines shall be prohibited. Construction staging areas shall be established at
locations that would create the greatest distance between the construction-related noise sources and
noise-sensitive receptors nearest the project Site during all project construction activities, to the extent
feasible. The construction contractor shall designate a “noise disturbance coordinator” who shall be
responsible for responding to any local complaints about construction noise. The disturbance coordinator
shall be responsible for determining the cause of the noise complaint (e.g., starting too early, poor muffler,
etc.) and instituting reasonable measures as warranted to correct the problem. A telephone number for
the disturbance coordinator shall be conspicuously posted at the construction site. Operation of
equipment or outside construction shall not occur between the nighttime hours of 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated on Noise.
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XIV. POPULATION AND HOUSING. Would the project:
a)

b)

Induce substantial unplanned population growth in
an area, either directly (e.g., by proposing new
homes and/or businesses) or indirectly (e.g., through
extension of roads or other infrastructure)?
Displace substantial numbers of existing people or
housing,
necessitating
the
construction
of
replacement housing elsewhere?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE: The project would have a significant effect on population and housing if it
would induce substantial unplanned population growth in an area, either directly (e.g., by proposing new
homes and/or businesses) or indirectly (e.g., through extension of roads or other infrastructure); or displace
substantial numbers of existing people or housing, necessitating the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere.
DISCUSSION
The Site is located near Fort Dick, a small incorporated community in rural Del Norte County, California. Fort
Dick is located approximately 5 miles north of Crescent City and approximately 15 miles south of the
California-Oregon state line. U.S. Census data for years 2000 and 2010 is not available for this community;
however, in 2016, the U.S. Census Bureau estimated the community of Fort Dick to have a population of
830 residents and 344 housing units (2012-2016), which equates to an average household size of 2.41
persons per household. For Del Norte County as a whole, the population increased by 4 percent between
2000 (27,507 residents) and 2010 (28,610 residents) (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.).
Although no development is proposed at the Site at this time, future residential development is
anticipated, including the construction of 55 new single family residences or manufactured homes, one
per each potential 3 acre minimum lot. Based on the data from the U.S. Census Bureau, it is estimated that
full build-out of the Site would result in approximately 133 residents residing at the Site. However, due to the
slow growth rate of the area, it is anticipated that construction would occur on-site as necessary to
accommodate the anticipated housing needs of the area, which would likely occur over the course of
many years.
XIV.a) The proposed project involves a general plan amendment and zone reclassification and does not
involve the development of any new homes, businesses, or the extension of infrastructure at this time.
However, future residential development is anticipated at the Site, including the potential development of
up to 55 single family residences or manufactured homes. The Site is not currently served by community
water or sanitary sewer systems, nor would such systems serve the anticipated future development; rather,
the anticipated future residential development would be served by on-site wells and wastewater systems.
Once development occurs on-site, the Site would continue to be accessed from Wonder Stump Road,
although roadway improvements may be required.
As discussed above, full build-out of the Site would be anticipated to result in approximately 133 residents
at the Site, which is currently undeveloped and uninhabited. Based on the U.S. Census Bureau data
provided above, the increase in population anticipated at the Site under maximum build-out equates to
an approximately 16 percent increase in the community of Fort Dick’s current estimated population. Due
to the slow growth rate of the area, it is anticipated that construction would occur on-site as necessary to
accommodate the anticipated housing needs of the area, which would likely occur over the course of
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many years. It is possible that some of the anticipated residents at the Site may already live locally, thus
lowering the amount of new residents relocating to the area. Since the proposed project would not induce
substantial population growth or displace any existing residents or housing, a less than significant impact
would occur.
XIV.b) The project would not result in the demolition of any existing structures on-site, as the Site is currently
vacant. As a result, the proposed project would not displace any existing residents or housing and no
impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
No mitigation required.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact on Population and Housing.
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XV. PUBLIC SERVICES. Would the project result in
substantial adverse physical impacts associated
with the provision of new or physically altered
governmental facilities, need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain
acceptable service ratios, response times or
other performance objectives for any of the
public services:
a)

Fire protection?

b)

Police protection?

c)

Schools?

d)

Parks?

e)

Other public facilities?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE: The project would have a significant effect on public services if it would
result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of new or physically altered
governmental facilities, or result in the need for new or physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable
service ratios, response times, or other performance objectives for (a) fire protection, (b) police protection,
(c) schools, (d) parks, or (e) other public facilities.
DISCUSSION
As previously discussed, the proposed project involves a general plan amendment and zone
reclassification and does not involve any development at this time. However, future residential
development at the Site is anticipated, including the potential development of up to 55 single family
residences or manufactured homes. Based on data from the U.S. Census Bureau (2012-2016), as provided
in Section XIV (Population and Housing), above, it is estimated that full build-out of the Site would result in
approximately 133 residents residing at the Site. The increase in population anticipated at the Site under
maximum build-out equates to an approximately 16 percent increase in the community of Fort Dick’s
current estimated population. Due to the slow growth rate of the area, it is anticipated that construction
would occur on-site as necessary to accommodate the anticipated housing needs of the area, which
would likely occur over the course of many years.
XV.a) As discussed under Section IX, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, above, the Site is located within the
State Responsibility Area (SRA) and is classified as having a “Moderate” fire hazard severity rating (CalFire,
2012). Per the Countywide Fire Services Municipal Service Review and Sphere of Influence Update
(Countywide Fire Services MSR), adopted on May 23, 2016, by the Del Norte County Local Agency
Formation Commission (LAFCo), the Site is located within the service boundaries of the Fort Dick Fire
Protection District (FPD), which provides fire suppression, hazardous material responses, and emergency
medical services to a service area of 30 square miles and approximately 6,270 residents (LAFCo, 2016).
The Site is currently vacant and forested. Although no development is proposed at this time, future
residential development is anticipated at the Site. Based on Site constraints and required buffers, the Site is
estimated to have a development potential of 167 acres and would allow for up to a maximum of 55
residential lots, assuming the requested land use and zoning designations of RR3 and RR-3 MFH,
respectively, are approved for the Site. In order to accommodate the anticipated future residential
development, it is estimated that most trees would be removed from the Site, which would greatly reduce
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the potential for a forest fire at the Site. However, should a fire occur at the Site, the Fort Dick FPD operates
two stations in close proximity to the Site:
•
Station #1 (Kings Valley Station), located at 6534 Kings Valley Road, approximately 1.4 miles north
of the Site; and
•
Station #2 (Lake Earl Station), located at 4190 Lake Earl Drive, approximately 3 miles southwest of
the Site (LAFCo, 2016).
Additionally, the Fort Dick FPD has mutual aid agreements with neighboring fire service providers including:
Crescent FPD, Smith River FPD, Gasquet FPD, Klamath FPD, Crescent City Volunteer Fire Department,
Pelican Bay State Prison Fire Department, US National Park Service, US Forest Service, and Cal Fire. The Fort
Dick FPD also has mutual aid agreements with a number of fire districts in Oregon, such as Winchuck FPD,
Harbor FPD, Brookings FPD and Pistol River FPD (LAFCo, 2016).
Cal Fire is responsible for the suppression of wildland fires within the SRA and approximately 85 percent of
the Fort Dick FPD’s boundaries are located within a designated SRA. Cal Fire stations are staffed during
declared fire season, typically June to October, and engines may respond to calls other than wildland fires
if they are available and the call will not affect their core responsibilities. Although the State is responsible
for wildland fire suppression within the SRA, Cal Fire relies on local fire departments to respond to such
incidents and provide initial attack to ensure that the fires are suppressed at the earliest possible stage
(LAFCo, 2016).
The Fort Dick FPD has expressed concerns with the project in a letter dated October 26, 2017 (see
Appendix J), specifically related to the increase in residential units within their service territory and ability of
the Site to meet the fire flow requirements. Proposed development in the future would demonstrate the
ability to meet the requirements under the California Fire Code and applicable Fire Safe Regulations such
as needing on site water storage. There are no elements of the project that would exacerbate the risk of
wildland fire at the Site. No development is proposed at this time, although future residential development
is anticipated at the Site. As previously discussed, the Site has a development potential of approximately
167 acres. While some trees may be left to provide character or visual screening (as required per Mitigation
Measure AES-1), it is possible that the majority of trees on-site would be removed during construction. Since
the Site is located within the SRA, anticipated future development on-site would be required to comply
with Title 19 (SRA Fire Safe Regulations) of the Del Norte County Code, which prescribes standards
pertaining to emergency access and egress, signing and building numbering, emergency water, and fuel
modification.
Since the Site is served by Cal Fire, Fort Dick FPD, and numerous other FPDs through mutual aid agreements
and is not considered a “high” fire hazard area, future development at the Site would be served by
sufficient fire protection services and a less than significant impact would occur.
XV.b) Police protection services within the County are provided by the Del Norte County Sheriff’s Office. Per
the Sheriff’s Office website, the Sheriff’s Office comprises a patrol division, jail division, civil office, court
security, Countywide emergency communications, special operations with boating safety and waterways
program, and search and rescue (County - Sheriff’s Office, 2013). The Sheriff’s Office station is located at
650 5th Street in Crescent City, approximately 6.2 miles southwest of the Site.
As noted above, anticipated future development at the Site is expected to occur over the course of many
years and would result in a population increase of approximately 133 residents at the Site at full build-out,
which equates to an approximately 16 percent increase in the community of Fort Dick’s current estimated
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population. As discussed above, due to the slow growth rate of the area, it is anticipated that construction
would occur on-site as necessary to accommodate the anticipated housing needs of the area, which
would likely occur over the course of many years. As such, a significant population increase which may
impact the ability of the Sheriff’s Office to serve the community or require the construction of a new facility
is not anticipated, and no change to the FPD’s current service ratio would occur. A less than significant
impact would occur.
XV.c) The two schools located nearest to the Site are Redwood Elementary School, located approximately
1.75 miles north of the Site, and Sunset High School, located approximately 1.83 miles south of the Site. As
previously discussed, full build-out of the Site under the proposed land use and zoning designations would
result in development of up to 55 single family residences or manufactured homes on-site. Based on U.S.
Census Bureau data, full build-out of the Site would result in a total of 133 residents. Population data for the
Fort Dick area indicates that approximately 13.1 percent of the area’s residents are school aged (ages 5 to
19) (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016). Based on this information, it appears that approximately 18 of the Site’s
133 total anticipated residents would be students. Since a significant number of new students would not be
expected at the Site under full build-out, it is likely that these new students could be accommodated at the
local schools and that no new schools or alternations to existing schools would be required. A less than
significant impact would occur.
XV.d) As provided in Table 5-1 (County Recreational Areas) of Section 5 (Recreational and Cultural
Resources) of the Del Norte County General Plan, the County includes 26 recreational areas, including
County, State, and national park lands. Furthermore, 57 coastal and river access locations within the
County are available to the public, as provided in Table 5-2 (Coastal and River Public Access) of the
County’s General Plan.
The Site is located near the following neighborhood and regional parks and recreational facilities:
•
Lake Earl, located approximately 0.91 miles west of the Site;
•
Crescent City/Redwoods KOA, located approximately 1.06 miles south of the Site;
•
Ruby van Deventer County Park, located approximately 1.21 miles northeast of the Site;
•
Redwoods RV Resort, located approximately 1.54 miles north of the Site;
•
Florence Keller County Park and Campground, located approximately 1.97 miles south of the Site;
•
Del Norte Golf Course, located approximately 2.18 miles east of the Site;
•
Peterson Memorial Trail, located approximately 2.45 miles southeast of the Site;
•
Tolowa Dunes State Park, located approximately 3.00 miles northwest of the Site; and
•
Jedediah Smith Redwoods State Park and Campground, located approximately 3.50 miles
southeast of the Site.
Existing local parks and recreational facilities may experience a slight increase in the number of users;
however, a significant population increase is not anticipated as a result of the project, nor does the County
specify a specific parkland requirement. Therefore, no new parks or alternations to existing parks would be
required. A less than significant impact would occur.
XV.e) There are no elements of the proposed project or anticipated future residential development that
would significantly impact other public facilities, such as regional hospitals or libraries, since a significant
population is not anticipated and would be likely to occur over many years. Additionally, there are no
components of the proposed project or anticipated future development at the Site that would increase
population to the extent that new or physically-altered public facilities would be required. A less than
significant impact would occur.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
No mitigation required.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact on Public Services.
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XVI. RECREATION. Would the project:
a)

b)

Increase the use of existing neighborhood and
regional parks or other recreational facilities such
that substantial physical deterioration of the facility
would occur or be accelerated?
Include recreational facilities or require the
construction or expansion of recreational facilities
which might have an adverse physical effect on the
environment?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE: The project would have a significant effect on recreation if it would
increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational facilities such that
substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated, or include recreational
facilities or require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities which might have an adverse
physical effect on the environment.
DISCUSSION
As provided in Table 5-1 (County Recreational Areas) of Section 5 (Recreational and Cultural Resources) of
the Del Norte County General Plan, the County includes 26 recreational areas, including County, State,
and national park lands. Furthermore, 57 coastal and river access locations within the County are available
to the public, as provided in Table 5-2 (Coastal and River Public Access) of the County’s General Plan.
The Site is located near the following neighborhood and regional parks and recreational facilities:
•
Lake Earl, located approximately 0.91 miles west of the Site;
•
Crescent City/Redwoods KOA, located approximately 1.06 miles south of the Site;
•
Ruby van Deventer County Park, located approximately 1.21 miles northeast of the Site;
•
Redwoods RV Resort, located approximately 1.54 miles north of the Site;
•
Florence Keller County Park and Campground, located approximately 1.97 miles south of the Site;
•
Del Norte Golf Course, located approximately 2.18 miles east of the Site;
•
Peterson Memorial Trail, located approximately 2.45 miles southeast of the Site;
•
Tolowa Dunes State Park, located approximately 3.00 miles northwest of the Site; and
•
Jedediah Smith Redwoods State Park and Campground, located approximately 3.50 miles
southeast of the Site.
XVI.a) As previously discussed, the proposed project involves a general plan amendment and zone
reclassification and does not involve any development at this time. However, future residential
development at the Site is anticipated, including the potential development of up to 55 single family
residences or manufactured homes. Based on data from the U.S. Census Bureau, as provided in Section XIV
(Population and Housing), above, it is estimated that full build-out of the Site would result in approximately
133 residents residing at the Site. Although the increase in population anticipated at the Site under
maximum build-out equates to an approximately 16 percent increase in the community of Fort Dick’s
current estimated population, the proposed project and anticipated future residential development would
not be anticipated to substantially increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other
recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be
accelerated. A less than significant impact would occur.
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XVI.b) The County of Del Norte does not have a specific parkland requirement. As previously discussed, no
development is proposed at the Site at this time, although future residential development, including up to
55 single family residences or manufactured homes, is anticipated on-site. Future development may
include plans for recreational facilities on-site; however, no specific development plans have been
developed for the Site. Should recreational facility(ies) be proposed on-site in the future, BMPs designed to
mitigate adverse impacts from the construction of recreational facilities would be prescribed when specific
permits are sought by a developer at a future date. A less than significant impact would occur
MITIGATION MEASURES
No mitigation required.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact on Recreation.
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XVII. TRANSPORTATION. Would the project:
a)
b)
c)

d)

Conflict with a program, plan, ordinance or policy
addressing the circulation system, including transit,
roadway, bicycle and pedestrian facilities?
Conflict or be inconsistent with CEQA Guidelines
section 15064.3, subdivision (b)?
Substantially increase hazards due to a geometric
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm
equipment)?
Result in inadequate emergency access?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE: The project would have a significant effect on transportation if it would
conflict with a program, plan, ordinance or policy addressing the circulation system, including transit,
roadway, bicycle and pedestrian facilities; conflict or be inconsistent with CEQA Guidelines section
15064.3, subdivision (b); substantially increase hazards due to a geometric design features (e.g., sharp
curves or dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment); or result in inadequate
emergency access.
DISCUSSION
The project Site is located adjacent to Highway 101 and Wonder Stump Road. The California Department
of Transportation (Caltrans) is responsible for maintaining all California highways, including Highways 101,
169, 197, and 199 within Del Norte County. The Roads Division of the County’s Community Development
Department is responsible for maintaining County roads and streets, which comprises 194 miles of paved
and 109 miles of unpaved roads, in addition to 33 bridges located throughout the County (County - Roads,
2013). A Del Norte County 2016 Regional Transportation Plan (Regional Transportation Plan), was prepared
in November 2016 by Green Dot Transportation Solutions for the Del Norte County Local Transportation
Commission. The purpose of the Regional Transportation Plan is to serve as a “guide to the development of
a coordinated and balanced multi-modal regional transportation system that is financially constrained to
the local, State, and Federal revenues anticipated over the twenty-year life of the plan” (Green Dot, 2016).
While no development is proposed on-site at this time, it is anticipated that up to 55 single family residences
or manufactured homes may be developed on-site in the future, due to the requested residential zoning
and land use designations requested for the Site by the Applicant. As discussed under Section XIV,
Population and Housing, based on the data from the U.S. Census Bureau, it is estimated that full build-out of
the Site would result in approximately 133 residents residing at the Site. However, due to the slow growth
rate of the area, it is anticipated that construction would occur on-site as necessary to accommodate the
anticipated housing needs of the area, which would likely occur over the course of many years.
Preliminary Traffic Analysis
A Preliminary Traffic Analysis technical memorandum (Preliminary Traffic Analysis) (see Appendix F) was
prepared by LACO on August 27, 2019, in order to evaluate the potential traffic impacts that could occur
under build out of the Site under the requested land use and zoning designations. The traffic circulation of
the Existing, Future, and Future plus Project conditions were evaluated using level of service (LOS) and
control delay. Intersections of interest include Wonder Stump Road and (1) Highway 101, (2) Elk Valley Cross
Road, and (3) Kings Valley Road. The Preliminary Traffic Analysis found that the intersections of Wonder
Stump Road and Elk Valley Cross Road and Wonder Stump Road and Kings Valley Road are likely to
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experience an insignificant impact as a result of the anticipated future residential development. The
intersection of Wonder Stump Road and Highway 101 is likely to be the primary route for vehicles traveling
to and from the Site and was thus further analyzed in the Preliminary Traffic Analysis.
Currently, the Wonder Stump Road/Highway 101 intersection operates at Level of Service (LOS) A,
indicating free-flow conditions. The analysis concluded that anticipated future build-out of the Site has the
potential to generate approximately 53 morning (AM) and 70 afternoon (PM) peak-hour trips and that the
intersection would be expected to continue to operate at LOS A under the Future and Future plus Project
conditions. The longest delay anticipated is 10 seconds during the AM peak-hour on Wonder Stump Road,
which would still be considered LOS A.
Since there is no left-turn lane from Highway 101 onto Wonder Stump Road, the Preliminary Traffic Analysis
note that there is the potential of traffic backing up on Highway 101 northbound, as vehicles wait to turn
left onto Wonder Stump Road. The delay on northbound Highway 101 is not predicted to be significant.
However, when future development is proposed, it may become necessary to create a designated leftturn lane and should be further analyzed at the time future residential development is proposed. Due to
the size of the property, the Preliminary Traffic Analysis recommends that additional access points also be
analyzed. Additionally, a formal Traffic Impact Study (TIS) is recommended in the Preliminary Traffic Analysis
prior to the approval of any residential development project on-site.
Table 8-1 (Caltrans State Highway Route Concepts) in the Del Norte County General Plan provides the
Caltrans-adopted goals for the local highways, including Highway 101. As shown in Table 8-1, Caltrans is
planning for the segment from Route 199 to the Oregon Border, which includes the portion of Highway 101
adjacent to the subject Site, to eventually become a four-lane expressway/freeway. However, Policy 8.A.8
of the General Plan notes that “full construction of these concepts may not occur or be necessary during
the planning period of this General Plan (i.e., by 2020), and supports development of such concepts into
an overall 50-year highway plan which addresses the need for and location of freeway/expressway
improvements.”
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Beginning on July 1, 2020, Senate Bill (SB) 743 requires that automobile delay and level of service (LOS) no
longer be utilized as the performance measure to determine transportation impacts of projects under
CEQA. VRPA Technologies, Inc. prepared a draft Del Norte Region SB 743 Implementation Plan (Draft SB
743 Implementation Plan) in June 2020 for the Del Norte Local Transportation Commission, which has not
yet been officially adopted by the County. The Draft SB 743 Implementation Plan “provides
recommendations at a regional level for the conduct of CEQA transportation analyses using [Vehicle Miles
Traveled] VMT to incorporate SB 743.” While the Draft SB 743 Implementation Plan provides
recommendations, the final authority is given by CEQA to lead agencies to determine methodologies and
thresholds related to SB 743. Since the County has not yet adopted any thresholds of significance related to
SB 743 implementation, the Applicant voluntarily agrees to the recommendations contained in the Draft SB
743 Implementation Plan, including respective mitigation.
As previously discussed, the results of the CalEEMod analysis conducted on July 2, 2019 (see Appendix C)
indicate that full build-out of the Site is expected to result in approximately 524 average weekday, 546
average Saturday, and 475 average Sunday traffic trips, based on standard Institute of Transportation
Engineers (ITE) trip generation rates. Under the Draft SB 743 Implementation Plan, since the project would
be expected to generate more than 110 average daily trips, the project cannot be presumed to have a
less-than-significant transportation impact and further analysis must be conducted under SB 743.
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Thresholds of significance for VMT analysis in the Draft SB 743 Implementation Plan are partially based upon
the Governor’s Office and Planning and Research’s (OPR) December 2018 Technical Advisory on
Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQA (OPR Technical Advisory), with refinements made to reflect
conditions in the County. Per the Draft SB 743 Implementation Plan, a significant transportation impact
would occur for residential projects if the project VMT per capita equals or exceeds the average VMT per
capita for the Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) in which the project is located.
Several case studies are provided in Appendix C of the Draft SB 743 Implementation Plan. In particular,
Case Study #3 (“Rolling” Rural Residential Project) is a hypothetical project. Although this hypothetical
project is smaller in scale than the proposed project (200 acres and 50 residential lots), it is similar in nature
to what is proposed under the proposed project and also involves a 10-year rollout of TPZ-zoned land to
Rural Residential. One other notable difference is that the potential project evaluated in Case Study #3 is
located in TAZ 104, while the proposed project is located within TAZ 102, per Figure 3-2 (Del Norte Regional
Traffic Analysis Zones) of the Draft SB 743 Implementation Plan. This case study involves an evaluation of
potential impacts, as well as potential mitigation to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level. Due to
the similar scale and nature of the case study, the SB 743 analysis presented in Section XVII.b follows the
methodology provided in the Draft SB 743 Implementation Plan for Case Study #3.
XVII.a) The proposed project would not conflict with a plan, ordinance or policy addressing the circulation
system, including transit, roadway, bicycle and pedestrian facilities. Level of Service (LOS) is used to rank
traffic operation on various types of facilities based on traffic volumes and roadway capacity using a series
of letter designations ranging from A to F. Generally, LOS A represents free flow conditions and LOS F
represents forced flow or breakdown conditions. Pursuant to Policy 8.B.6 of Section 8 (Transportation and
Circulation) of the Del Norte County General Plan, the County considers LOS C operation on all roadway
segments to be the minimum acceptable LOS standard, except for any intersections with any State
highway, including Highway 101, where LOS D is considered acceptable. The California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) strives to maintain operation at the transition from LOS C to LOS D. Since the four
intersections evaluated under the Traffic Impact Study are located along Highway 101 within Caltrans’
jurisdiction, LOS D is considered the standard acceptable threshold for the study intersections.
As noted above, full build-out of the Site is expected to result in 133 residents at the Site and full build-out
may occur over the course of many years, due to the area’s slow growth rate. In addition, it is expected
that construction would not begin for at least 10+ years, until after the 10-year TPZ rollout is completed. As
provided in the Preliminary Traffic Analysis, the study area currently experiences LOS A, and is expected to
remain as LOS A under Future and Future plus Project conditions. In addition, anticipated future residential
development on-site would be required to be developed in accordance to all plans, ordinances, and
polices. As a result, there are no components of the project that would be anticipated to significantly
impact transit, roadway, bicycle or pedestrian facilities. However, due to the length of time until
development may potentially occur on-site, it is recommended in the Preliminary Traffic Analysis that a
formal TIS be conducted prior to the approval of any residential development project on-site, which is
included as Mitigation Measure TRANS-1, below.
With mitigation incorporated, a less than significant impact would occur.
XVII.b) The proposed project would not conflict or be inconsistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.3,
subdivision (b), which states:
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“(1) Land Use Projects. Vehicle miles traveled exceeding an applicable threshold of
significance may indicate a significant impact. Generally, projects within one-half mile of
either an existing major transit stop or a stop along an existing high quality transit corridor
should be presumed to cause a less than significant transportation impact. Projects that
decrease vehicle miles traveled in the project area compared to existing conditions
should be considered to have a less than significant transportation impact.
“(2) Transportation Projects. Transportation projects that reduce, or have no impact on,
vehicle miles traveled should be presumed to cause a less than significant transportation
impact. For roadway capacity projects, agencies have discretion to determine the
appropriate measure of transportation impact consistent with CEQA and other applicable
requirements. To the extent that such impacts have already been adequately addressed
at a programmatic level, a lead agency may tier from that analysis as provided in Section
15152.”
The proposed project is not considered a transportation project. The Site is located immediately adjacent
to Highway 101, the main thoroughfare through the area. However, as per the methodology presented in
the Draft SB 743 Implementation Plan, since the future anticipated residential development on-site would
result in greater than 110 vehicle trips per day (specifically, approximately 524 average weekday, 546
average Saturday, and 475 average Sunday traffic trips as provided by the July 2019 CalEEMod results; see
Appendix C), the project cannot be presumed to have a less-than-significant transportation impact and
further analysis must be conducted under SB 743.
As provided in the Draft SB 743 Implementation Plan, the Site is located within TAZ 102, which has an
average daily per capita VMT of 7.96 miles. Since the anticipated future residential development would be
similar in size and scale and would be consistent with existing surrounding residences, there is no reason to
assume that the proposed project would result in either a higher or lower VMT per capital than the average
for TAZ 102 in which the Site is located. As a result, since project VMT per capita is assumed to be equal to
or greater than the VMT per capita of TAZ 102 in which the Site is located, a significant VMT impact can be
assumed and mitigation that facilitates walking, bicycling, or transit would be required.
Based on the methodology provided in the Del Norte Region SB 743 Implementation Plan, mitigation may
be in the form of improvements or in-lieu payments if the County is able and accepts. Per each single
family home equivalent, the in-lieu cost is $1,275 per unit (or equivalent) plus 25% for infrastructure gap
closures, and an additional 50% for administration and compliance with public works construction
obligations for public agencies. Since the County is unable to accept in-lieu payments at this time,
mitigation would necessarily be in the form of physical transportation infrastructure improvements. This land
use action directly allows for the ability for future on-site development to be carried out slowly, over many
years. Future, on-site development may be fragmented so as to not meet the threshold for causing a
significant transportation impact while the current project as a whole clearly does. The general plan and
zoning amendment, not only future development actions, is implicated by the impacts created from future
development actions, such as subdivisions. Transportation impacts caused by future on-site development
activities would be mitigated at the time of future development; however the effects of this project as a
whole must be considered and mitigated as well. A notice being recorded against the subject property,
presumably acting as a parent parcel for potential future development activities would tie the current
project to future actions such as subdivisions. In addition, the submission of improvement plans to be used
for future development activities would mitigate the subject project’s contribution toward creating VMT
impacts.
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With mitigation incorporated, per the findings of the Draft SB 743 Implementation Plan, a one percent
reduction in the project’s VMT levels per capita (0.08) would be anticipated, reducing the project-related
VMT to 7.88 miles per capita, which is below the average VMT per capita in the TAZ in which the project is
located. After mitigation, a less than significant impact would occur.
XVII.c) There are no specific design features being proposed as part of this project; however, anticipated
future residential development at the Site would not be anticipated to substantially increase hazards due
to design features or incompatible uses. Future development plan(s) for the Site would be required to
comply with all standards, including, but not limited to, site access, roadway width, and turning radii. As
such, anticipated future development of the Site would not create a significant impact that could not be
mitigated with future design improvements as development warrants. Further, anticipated future residential
development on-site would be consistent with surrounding rural residential development. A less than
significant impact would occur.
XVII.d) The proposed project would not result in inadequate emergency access. Although no development
is proposed at the Site at this time, future anticipated residential development would be required to meet
pertinent design criteria to provide adequate emergency access in accordance with all design standards
and requirements and would be evaluated once specific development proposal(s) are proposed at the
site. Specifically, the ability for a future project design to comply with the Del Norte County Fire Safe
Regulations, governing emergency ingress and egress, has been demonstrated. The demonstration uses
two access points off Wonder Stump Road, technically creating two points of emergency access and not
creating dead-end roads. See Appendix K for these figures. A less than significant impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
TRANS-1: Due to the length of time until future anticipated residential development may occur on-site and
the potential amount of development which may be developed on the Site, a traffic study shall be
required at the time a major subdivision is proposed for the Site and included as part of the entitlement
application submitted to the County of Del Norte Community Development Department. Other or
subsequent subdivision applications may trigger the need for further formal traffic studies based on future
need.
TRANS-2: At the time the Notice of Determination is posted, the applicant shall record a Notice of
Requirement for SB 743 Implementation that must be recorded against the properties associated with this
general plan and zoning amendment. “The total vehicle miles traveled (VMT) impacts for this project
(GPA2001/R2001) were determined to be 55 single family equivalents. At the time of circulating the
environmental document for this project, the Community Development Department determined that
payment in lieu of physical improvements to meet SB 743 mitigation obligations could not be accepted
since the County does not have a bank of credits to purchase from for the purpose of VMT mitigation.”
TRANS-3: Due to the length of time until development will occur on-site (a minimum of 10 years, following
completion of the 10-year TPZ rollout), should increased development fees be adopted by the County, the
development fees or improvements equivalent to the current County development fee rate at the time of
occupancy will be required for each respective unit developed on-site.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated on
Transportation.
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XVIII. TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES. Would the
project:
a)

Would the project cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of a tribal cultural
resource, defined in Public Resources Code §21074
as either a site, feature, place, cultural landscape
that is geographically defined in terms of the size and
scope of the landscape, sacred place, or object with
cultural value to a California Native American tribe,
and that is:
i)
Listed or eligible for listing in the California
Register of Historical Resources, or in a local
register of historical resources as defined in
Public Resources Code §5020.1(k)?
ii) A resource determined by the lead agency,
in its discretion and supported by substantial
evidence, to be significant pursuant to
criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Public
Resources Code §5024.1? In applying the
criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Public
Resources Code §5024.1, the lead agency
shall consider the significance of the
resource to a California Native American
tribe.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Thresholds of Significance: The project would have a significant effect on Tribal Cultural Resources if it
would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of a tribal cultural resource, defined in Public Resources Code §21074 as either a site,
feature, place, cultural landscape that is geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of the
landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to a California Native American tribe, and that is
listed or eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Places or in a local register of historical
resources as defined in Public Resources Code §5020.1(k), or is a resource determined by the lead agency,
in its discretion and supported by substantial evidence, to be significant pursuant to criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public Resources Code §5024.1.
DISCUSSION
On October 1, 2018, GDRCo’s consultant prepared and delivered a Record Search Request to the
Northwest Information Center (NWIC) to evaluate the potential to encounter archaeological or historic
resources at the Site, particularly when anticipated future residential development occurs on-site. As
previously discussed, the proposed project involves a general plan amendment and zone reclassification
and does not involve any development at this time. However, future residential development at the Site is
anticipated, including the development of up to 55 single family residences or manufactured homes.
A Records Search Results letter from NWIC, dated October 17, 2018 (see Appendix E), noted that two prior
archaeological/cultural resource studies have been conducted on-site and cover approximately 90
percent of the Site [S-015153 (Peak & Associates, Inc. 1993) and S-011902 (Roscoe 1989)]. The NWIC letter
states that three resources have been recorded at the Site, including two recorded Native American
archaeological resources [P-08-000364 (Projectile Point #1) and P-08-000365 (Projectile Point #2)] and one
historic-period cultural resource (P-08-000363, 467 Plank Road). There are no recorded buildings or structures
within or adjacent to the Site. Additionally, there are no Native American resources in or adjacent to the
Site referenced in the reviewed ethnographic literature. Further, the 1952 USGS Crescent City 15-minute
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topographic quadrangle fails to depict any buildings or structures within the Site and there is a low
possibility of identifying any buildings or structures 45 years or older on-site.
Based on an evaluation of the environmental setting and features associated with known sites, Native
American resources in this part of Del Norte County have been found in terraces near ridgelines, near
intermittent or perennial watercourses, and in particular concentration near lake or coastal shorelines. The
Site contains a gently sloped wooded area approximately one mile east of Lake Earl, with at least one
watercourse within the project area. Given these environmental factors, there is a moderate potential for
additional unrecorded Native American resources at the Site.
Review of historical literature and maps indicated mid-19th century historic-period activity within the Site.
The General Land Office Survey Plat for Township 17 North/Range 1 West (1856) depicts a “wagon road”
within the project area, which may be associated with P-08-000363 (467 Plank Road). Although the
presence of a historic-period road does not necessarily indicate additional historic-period activity, the
accessibility of the Site does contribute to its potential archaeological sensitivity. As a result, there is a
moderate potential for unrecorded historic-period archaeological resources at the Site.
Given the identified resources on-site, including two recorded Native American archaeological resources
and one historic-period cultural resource, in addition to the moderate potential for additional unrecorded
Native American resources and historic-period archaeological resources at the Site, several
recommendations were provided by NWIC, and are included as Mitigation Measures CULT-1 through CULT4 in Section V, Cultural Resources, above.
Tribal Consultation
On October 19, 2018, the Applicant’s consultant delivered tribal consultation request letters to the two
local Tribes, including the Elk Valley Rancheria and the Tolowa Dee-ni’ Nation. In an e-mail response dated
October 22, 2018, the Elk Valley Rancheria requested that the Tribe be immediately notified in the event
archaeological materials are encountered on-site. In a letter dated October 26, 2018, the Tolowa Dee-ni’
Nation requested to visit the Site. A representative from Elk Valley Rancheria and the Tolowa Dee-ni’ Nation
visited the Site on November 9, 2018, but were unable to make a determination.
XVIII.a.i-ii) As previously discussed under Section V, Cultural Resources, above, and as noted above, three
resources have been recorded at the Site, including two recorded Native American archaeological
resources [P-08-000364 (Projectile Point #1) and P-08-000365 (Projectile Point #2)] and one historic-period
cultural resource (P-08-000363, 467 Plank Road). There are no recorded buildings or structures within or
adjacent to the Site. Due to the characteristics of the Site, there is a moderate potential for additional
unrecorded Native American and historic-period archaeological resources at the Site.
Several recommendations were provided by NWIC, including recommending further assessment of the
identified resources, further archival and field study due to the passage of time since the previous Site
survey (S-015153, Peak and Associates, Inc.), and protocol in the event any resources are encountered
during project construction (see Mitigation Measures CULT-1 through CULT-3). At the request of the Elk
Valley Rancheria, Mitigation Measure CULT-2 also requires the local Tribes (Elk Valley Rancheria and Tolowa
Dee-Ni’ Nation) to be immediately notified if archaeological materials are encountered on-site. In addition,
specific procedures to follow (pursuant to Public Resources Code Sections 5097 and 7050.5) are included
as Mitigation Measure CULT-4 in the event human remains are discovered on-site during project
construction. With mitigation included, a less than significant impact would occur.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
(See Cultural Resources section for Mitigation Measures CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, and CULT-4).
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated on Tribal
Cultural Resources.
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XVIX. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS. Would the
project:
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Require or result in the relocation or construction of
new or expanded water, wastewater treatment or
stormwater drainage, electric power, natural gas, or
telecommunications facilities, the construction or
relocation of which could cause significant
environmental effects?
Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the
project
and
reasonably
foreseeable
future
development during normal, dry, and multiple dry
years?
Result in a determination by the wastewater
treatment provider, which serves or may serve the
project that it has adequate capacity to serve the
project’s projected demand in addition to the
provider’s existing commitments?
Generate solid waste in excess of State or local
standards, or in excess of the capacity of local
infrastructure, or otherwise impair the attainment of
solid waste reduction goals?
Comply with federal, State, and local management
and reduction statutes and regulations related to
solid waste?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE: The project would have a significant effect on utilities and service systems if
it would require or result in the relocation or construction of new or expanded water, wastewater treatment
or stormwater drainage, electric power, natural gas, or telecommunications facilities, the construction or
relocation of which could cause significant environmental effects; not have sufficient water supplies
available to serve the project and reasonably foreseeable future development during normal, dry, and
multiple dry years; result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider, which serves or may
serve the project that it does not have adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in
addition to the provider’s existing commitments; generate solid waste in excess of State or local standards,
or in excess of the capacity of local infrastructure, or otherwise impair the attainment of solid waste
reduction goals; or not comply with federal, State, and local management and reduction statutes and
regulations related to solid waste.
DISCUSSION
The Site is currently undeveloped and forested and not served by utilities. Once development is proposed
at the Site, electricity would be extended to the Site and provided by Pacific Power. Since the Site is not
within the service boundary of any community services district, the Site is and would continue to not be
served by community water or wastewater service. Anticipated future residential development at the Site is
expected to utilize on-site wells and wastewater treatment systems, such as conventional gravity, shallow
low-pressure distribution, or Wisconsin mound on-site wastewater treatment systems. Since there is no
natural gas service in the County, anticipated future residential development would utilize electricity
and/or propane for household appliances, in addition to heating and cooking activities. Two local
propane providers, Blue Star Gas and Suburban Propane, are located in Crescent City and serve the local
area. Additionally, Recology Del Norte provides weekly curbside garbage, recycling, and green waste
collection within Del Norte County, and would serve the anticipated future development.
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Water Service
The project area is not located within the service boundary of any community services district and is
therefore not served by community water. As a result, anticipated future residential development at the
Site would utilize on-site wells. Per LACO’s Preliminary Groundwater Supply Assessment Technical
Memorandum (Preliminary Groundwater Supply Assessment) (see Appendix H), dated November 2, 2018, it
appears the Battery Formation (the principal acquirer in the southern two-thirds of the Smith River Plain and
the local groundwater resource) is capable of supplying the minimum daily domestic waste supply
required to serve the maximum number of residential lots anticipated at the Site in the future (55 lots).
However, in order for additional confidence in the development potential of the water resource at the Site,
it is recommended that a test well be installed within the Battery Formation and an extended period
pumping test be performed at a later date, prior to development approvals (LACO, 2018a).
Wastewater Service
Since the Site is not within the service boundary of any community services district, the Site is and would
continue to not be served by community wastewater service. Anticipated future residential development
at the Site is expected to utilize on-site wastewater treatment systems. Per LACO’s Preliminary On-Site
Wastewater Treatment Evaluation Test Results letter, dated May 2, 2018 (see Appendix G), potential
residential sites located within the southern and southwestern portions of the Site appear to be able to
support conventional gravity on-site wastewater treatment systems. Potential residential sites within the
southeastern, northeastern, northwestern, and western portions of the Site would require shallow lowpressure distribution or Wisconsin mound on-site wastewater treatment systems, due to high groundwater
elevations encountered during percolation testing.
Storm Drainage System
The County of Del Norte is responsible for storm drainage within all unincorporated areas of the County;
however, the majority of the County, including the project area, does not have stormwater conveyance
systems, but rather follows a more natural drainage pattern before either infiltrating or entering a
waterway. Adjacent to the Site, Highway 101 and Wonder Stump Road are graded and elevated to allow
runoff to drain off either side of the road. There is no existing curb, gutter, and sidewalk adjacent to or in
the vicinity of the Site.
Since the Site is currently undeveloped, stormwater at the Site tends to infiltrate the soil. However, excess
stormwater runoff from the Site is in the form of sheet flow. Although no development is proposed at this
time, future anticipated residential development is anticipated at the Site, including the construction of up
to 55 single family residences or manufactured homes, one per each potential 3 acre minimum lot. Due to
an increase in impervious surfaces at the Site, it is anticipated that surface run-off would increase. However,
because of the ample lot sizes anticipated under a future subdivision, it is anticipated that a considerable
amount of stormwater would continue to infiltrate on-site under future residential development.
As discussed under Section X, Hydrology and Water Quality, above, because future development on-site
would disturb more than one acre, it would be required to obtain coverage under the General Permit for
Discharges of Storm Water Associated with Construction Activity, Construction General Permit Order No.
2009-0009-DWG. Construction activities subject to this permit includes clearing, grading, and disturbances
to the ground (such as stockpiling or excavation), all of which would be anticipated under future on-site
development. The Construction General Permit requires the development of a Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) (SWRCB – Construction, 2018) to outline how the project would minimize the
discharge of sediment and other pollutants.
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Solid Waste Service
Recology Del Norte provides weekly residential and commercial solid waste, recycling, and green waste
collection services to customers in Del Norte County. Solid waste collected from the surrounding area is
transported to the Del Norte County Transfer Station in Crescent City, which is then disposed of at the Dry
Creek Landfill operated by Rogue Disposal and Recycling, located in Eagle Point, Oregon (Ward, 2018),
approximately 80 miles northeast of the Site. Del Norte County exported 19,262 tons of solid to the Dry
Creek Landfill in 2017 (CalRecycle – Disposal, 2018). There are no active landfills in Del Norte County
(CalRecycle - Solid, 2018).
The Dry Creek Landfill was opened in 1972 and was expanded to a regional facility in 1999. In addition to
standard wastes, the Dry Creek Landfill is permitted to accept special wastes, including contaminated soil
and materials with asbestos. The landfill has a projected operational life exceeding 100 years (Rogue,
2018).
XVIX.a) The Site is not currently served by existing water, wastewater, storm drainage, electricity, natural
gas, or telecommunication services, as the Site is currently undeveloped. However, only electricity, natural
gas, and telecommunication services would be extended to the Site to serve the anticipated future
residential development once development is proposed. Future development at the Site would require the
use of on-site wells and septic systems, as the surrounding area is not currently served by community water
or wastewater service.
As discussed in Section X, Hydrology and Water Quality, above, since the Site is currently undeveloped,
stormwater at the Site tends to infiltrate the soil, although excess stormwater runoff from the Site is in the
form of sheet flow. Due to an increase in impervious surfaces at the Site, it is anticipated that surface run-off
would increase. However, due to the ample lot sizes anticipated under a future subdivision, it is anticipated
that a considerable amount of stormwater would continue to infiltrate on-site under future residential
development, even though the amount of impervious surfaces at the Site would increase under the
anticipated development.
All future development at the Site would be required to implement best management practices (BMPs).
Since future development on-site would disturb more than one acre, it would be required to obtain
coverage under the General Permit for Discharges of Storm Water Associated with Construction Activity,
Construction General Permit Order No. 2009-0009-DWG, and prepare a Stormwater Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPPP), outlining how the project would minimize the discharge of sediment and other pollutants. The
SWPPP would be required to specify specific BMPs to be implemented by the project contractor, which
may include the use of straw bales, fiber rolls, and/or silt fencing structures to assure the minimization of
erosion resulting from construction and to avoid runoff into sensitive habitat areas, limiting ground
disturbance to the minimum necessary, and stabilizing disturbed soil areas as soon as feasible after
construction is completed. In addition, all utility providers extending services to the Site would also be
required to implement BMPs to minimize any potential impacts. A less than significant impact would occur.
XVIX.b) As discussed above, the project area is not located within the service boundary of any community
services district and is therefore not served by community water. As a result, anticipated future residential
development at the Site would utilize on-site wells. Per LACO’s Preliminary Groundwater Supply Assessment
(see Appendix H), dated November 2, 2018, it appears the Battery Formation (the principal acquirer in the
southern two-thirds of the Smith River Plain and the local groundwater resource) is capable of supplying the
minimum daily domestic waste supply required to serve the maximum number of residential lots
anticipated at the Site in the future (55 lots). However, in order for additional confidence in the
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development potential of the water resource at the Site, it is recommended in the Preliminary Groundwater
Supply Assessment that a test well should be installed within the Battery Formation and an extended period
pumping test be performed at a later date, prior to development approvals, which is included as
Mitigation Measure UTIL-1, below. The test well would more accurately measure the saturated thickness
and the aquifer parameters, transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity to determine the aquifer capacity of
the Battery Formation at the Site. With mitigation incorporated, a less than significant impact would occur.
XVIX.c) As discussed above, the Site is not within the service boundary of any community services district,
and, as a result, the Site is and would continue to not be served by community wastewater service.
Anticipated future residential development at the Site would therefore utilize on-site wastewater treatment
systems. Per LACO’s Preliminary On-Site Wastewater Treatment Evaluation Test Results letter, dated May 2,
2018 (see Appendix G), potential residential sites located within the southern and southwestern portions of
the Site appear to be able to support conventional gravity on-site wastewater treatment systems. Potential
residential sites within the southeastern, northeastern, northwestern, and western portions of the Site would
require shallow low-pressure distribution or Wisconsin mound on-site wastewater treatment systems, due to
high groundwater elevations encountered during percolation testing. No impact would occur.
XVIX.d-e) Although the anticipated future residential development would increase the amount of solid
waste generated, as the Site is currently vacant and undeveloped, the proposed project would not
generate solid waste in excess of State or local standards or the capacity of local infrastructure, or
otherwise impair the attainment of solid waste reduction goals. In addition, the project would comply with
federal, State, and local management and reduction statutes and regulations related to solid waste.
Recology Del Norte provides weekly residential and commercial solid waste, recycling, and green waste
collection services to customers in Del Norte County and would also serve the Site, once anticipated future
residential development occurs.
There are no active landfills in Del Norte County (CalRecycle - Solid, 2018). As a result, solid waste collected
from the surrounding area is transported to the Del Norte County Transfer Station in Crescent City, which is
then disposed of at the Dry Creek Landfill operated by Rogue Disposal and Recycling, located in Eagle
Point, Oregon, approximately 80 miles northeast of the Site (Ward, 2018). The Dry Creek Landfill has a
projected operational life exceeding 100 years (Rogue, 2018).
Since the landfill that would serve the Site has sufficient capacity and there are no elements of the project
that would generate waste in excess of typical residential uses, a less than significant impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
UTIL-1: Prior to approval of future development on-site, a test well shall be installed within the Battery
Formation, an extended period pumping test performed, and the results of the extended period pumping
test provided to the County of Del Norte for review and acceptance.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated on Utilities
and Service Systems.
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XX. WILDFIRE. If located in or near state
responsibility areas or lands classified as
very high fire hazard severity zones, would
the project:
a)
b)

c)

d)

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

Impair an adopted emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan?
Due to slope, prevailing winds, and other factors,
exacerbate wildfire risks, and thereby expose project
occupants to, pollutant concentrations from a
wildfire or the uncontrolled spread of a wildfire?
Require the installation or maintenance of
associated infrastructure (such as roads, fuel breaks,
emergency water sources, power lines or other
utilities) that may exacerbate fire risk or that may
result in temporary or ongoing impacts to the
environment?
Expose people or structures to significant risks,
including downslope or downstream flooding or
landslides, as a result of runoff, post-fire slope
instability, or drainage challenges?

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE: The project would have a significant effect on wildfire if it would impair an
adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan; due to slope, prevailing winds, and
other factors, exacerbate wildfire risks, and thereby expose project occupants to, pollutant concentrations
from a wildfire or the uncontrolled spread of a wildfire; require the installation or maintenance of
associated infrastructure (such as roads, fuel breaks, emergency water sources, power lines or other
utilities) that may exacerbate fire risk or that may result in temporary or ongoing impacts to the
environment; or expose people or structures to significant risks, including downslope or downstream
flooding or landslides, as a result of runoff, post-fire slope instability, or drainage challenges.
DISCUSSION
Fire protection services at the Site are provided by both the Fort Dick Fire Protection District (FPD) and the
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CalFire), as the Site is located within the State
Responsibility Area (SRA). The entire Site is classified as having a “Moderate” fire hazard severity rating
(CalFire, 2012).
Per the Countywide Fire Services Municipal Service Review and Sphere of Influence Update (Countywide
Fire Services MSR), adopted on May 23, 2016, by the Del Norte County Local Agency Formation
Commission (LAFCo), the Site is located within the service boundaries of the Fort Dick FPD, which provides
fire suppression, hazardous material responses, and emergency medical services to a service area of 30
square miles and approximately 6,270 residents. The Fort Dick FPD operates two stations in close proximity to
the Site:
•
Station #1 (Kings Valley Station), located at 6534 Kings Valley Road, approximately 1.4 miles north
of the Site; and
•
Station #2 (Lake Earl Station), located at 4190 Lake Earl Drive, approximately 1.4 miles southwest of
the Site (LAFCo, 2016).
Additionally, the Fort Dick FPD has mutual aid agreements with neighboring fire service providers including:
Crescent FPD, Smith River FPD, Gasquet FPD, Klamath FPD, Crescent City Volunteer Fire Department,
Pelican Bay State Prison Fire Department, US National Park Service, US Forest Service, and CalFire. The Fort
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Dick FPD also has mutual aid agreements with a number of fire districts in Oregon, such as Winchuck FPD,
Harbor FPD, Brookings FPD and Pistol River FPD (LAFCo, 2016).
CalFire is responsible for the suppression of wildland fires within the SRA and approximately 85 percent of
the Fort Dick FPD’s boundaries are located within a designated SRA. CalFire stations are staffed during
declared fire season, typically June to October, and engines may respond to calls other than wildland fires
if they are available and the call will not affect their core responsibilities. Although the State is responsible
for wildland fire suppression within the SRA, CalFire relies on local fire departments to respond to such
incidents and provide initial attack to ensure that the fires are suppressed at the earliest possible stage
(LAFCo, 2016).
There are no elements of the project that would exacerbate the risk of wildland fire at the Site. No
development is proposed at this time, although future residential development is anticipated at the Site. As
discussed under Section XV, Public Services, above, in a letter received from Randy L. Crawford, Fort Dick
FPD Fire Chief, dated October 26, 2017 (see Appendix J), Mr. Crawford expressed concerns associated with
the proposed project and anticipated future residential development. Specifically, concerns were raised
with respect to the increase in demand for fire services and how sufficient fire flow would be provided. It is
important to note that development would not occur for at least 10 years, after the 10 year TPZ rollout is
finalized, and that future development plans will be evaluated at the time of submittal to ensure sufficient
fire protection services and adequate fire flow is provided. Additionally, as previously discussed, the Site has
a development potential of approximately 167 acres. While some trees may be left to provide character or
visual screening (as required per Mitigation Measure AES-1), it is possible that the majority of trees on-site
would be removed during construction. Since the Site is located within the SRA, anticipated future
development on-site would be required to comply with Title 19 (SRA Fire Safe Regulations) of the Del Norte
County Code, which prescribe standards pertaining to emergency access and egress, signing and building
numbering, emergency water, and fuel modification.
XX.a) The proposed project would not be anticipated to impact an adopted emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan. Although no development is currently proposed, future residential
development is anticipated at the Site. Since future development would be required to meet State and
local standards for defensible space and emergency access, a less than significant impact would occur.
XX.b) The Site is currently forested and undeveloped. Uses surrounding the Site in all directions include
timberland and rural residential development, similar to what is anticipated at the Site in the future. The
topography of the Site and surrounding area is gently sloping. The Site is located at an elevation of
approximately 125 feet above mean sea level and slopes to the west at an approximately 5 to 10 percent
slope. While some trees may be left to provide character or visual screening (as required per Mitigation
Measure AES-1), it is possible that the majority of trees on-site (up to 167 acres under full build-out of the
Site) would be removed during construction.
As previously discussed, because the Site is located within the SRA, anticipated future residential
development at the Site would be subject to the County’s fire safe regulations, as enumerated in Title 19
(SRA Fire Safe Regulations) of the Del Norte County Code, which specify standards pertaining to
emergency access and egress, signing and building numbering, emergency water, and fuel modification.
Compliance with these standards would result in a less than significant impact.
XX.c) Although no development is currently proposed, future residential development is anticipated on-site,
which would require the installation and maintenance of associated infrastructure, including but not limited
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to roads, emergency water, power lines, and on-site wells and wastewater systems. Once development is
proposed at the Site, it would be required to be designed and maintained in accordance with all rules and
regulations, including the County’s fire safe regulations, which specify standards pertaining to emergency
access and egress, signing and building numbering, emergency water, and fuel modification.
The Site is currently undeveloped and forested and not served by utilities. Once development is proposed
at the Site, electricity would be extended to the Site and provided by Pacific Power. Since the Site is not
within the service boundary of any community services district, the Site is and would continue to not be
served by community water or wastewater service. Future residential development anticipated at the Site
is expected to utilize on-site wells and wastewater treatment systems, such as conventional gravity, shallow
low-pressure distribution, or Wisconsin mound on-site wastewater treatment systems. Since there is no
natural gas service in the County, anticipated future residential development would utilize electricity
and/or propane for household appliances, in addition to heating and cooking activities.
During future grading and construction on the Site, including the extension of infrastructure to serve the Site,
appropriate best management practices (BMPs) would be required, which would minimize the potential for
wildfire to occur. A less than significant impact would occur.
XX.d) The proposed project and anticipated future residential development on the Site would not be
anticipated to expose people or structures to significant risks, including downslope or downstream flooding
or landslides, as a result of run-off, post-fire slope instability, or drainage changes. As noted above, the
topography of the Site and surrounding area is gently sloping. The Site is located at an elevation of
approximately 125 feet above mean sea level and slopes to the west at an approximately 5 to 10 percent
slope. Downslope of the Site is rural residential development and forested land. Since slopes are gradual on
and near the Site, the residential development anticipated to occur on-site in the future would not occur
on steep slopes and would be located outside of all required stream and noise setbacks. Additionally, due
to an increase in impervious surfaces at the Site, it is anticipated that surface run-off would increase.
However, because of the ample lot sizes anticipated under a future subdivision, it is anticipated that a
considerable amount of stormwater would continue to infiltrate on-site under future residential
development. A less than significant impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
No mitigation required.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact on Wildfire.
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XXI. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE.
a)

b)

c)

Does the project have the potential to substantially
degrade the quality of the environment, substantially
reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause
a fish or wildlife population to drop below selfsustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or
animal community, substantially reduce the number
or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or
animal or eliminate important examples of the major
periods of California history or prehistory?
Does the project have impacts that are individually
limited,
but
cumulatively
considerable?
(“Cumulatively considerable” means that the
incremental effects of a project are considerable
when viewed in connection with the effects of past
projects, the effects of other current projects, and
the effects of probable future projects).
Does the project have environmental effects, which
will cause substantial adverse effects on human
beings, either directly or indirectly?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE: The project would have a significant effect on mandatory findings of
significance if it would have the potential to substantially degrade the quality of the environment,
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below
self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community, substantially reduce the number or
restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal, or eliminate important examples of the major
periods of California history or prehistory; have impacts that are individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable (“Cumulatively considerable” means that the incremental effects of a project are
considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current
projects, and the effects of probable future projects.); or have environmental effects which will cause
substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly.
DISCUSSION
As previously discussed, the proposed project involves a general plan amendment and zone
reclassification and does not involve any development at this time. However, future residential
development at the Site is anticipated within the developable portion of the Site (identified as 167 acres;
see Figure 6), including the development of up to 55 single family residences or manufactured homes on 3acre minimum parcels.
XXI.a) As discussed under Section IV, Biological Resources, a Fort Dick Flats Preliminary Biological Survey
(Biological Report) was prepared by LACO Associates (LACO) on June 20, 2019 (see Appendix C), to
identify if the Site contains sensitive biological resources, such as sensitive or special status species or
habitat areas, including riparian and wetland areas, and to recommend appropriate setbacks. The
biological survey detected no sensitive plant or wildlife species within the project area; however, suitable
habitat is present on or near the Site for several special-status species. In addition, the Site was found to
contain a Class I and II watercourse. Several recommendations are included in the Biological Report
(included as Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-3 in Section IV, Biological Resources, above) to
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minimize potential impacts to the Class I and II drainages and special status species that have the
potential to be present on-site.
Based on site characteristics and review of the characteristics of the surrounding Fort Dick area, a 150-foot
setback from the on-site Class I and II watercourses would likely adequately account for a riparian area
approximately 50 feet wide on either side of the identified watercourses; however, this is an estimate and a
stream transition line/wetland delineation is recommended prior to any Site development to determine the
extent of riparian vegetation and top of bank to determine suitable setback distances to ensure adequate
protection of the Class I and II watercourses resources. It is also recommended that the ponded areas
found on-site be further evaluated in early spring to confirm biological function and value and determine
appropriate mitigation. Since there is the potential (although limited) for several special status bird species,
including bird species protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), to be present on the Site, it is
strongly recommended that any tree removal and site clearing occur outside of the bird nesting season,
which typically occurs between March 1-August 1 each year, to avoid harming such species and to avoid
the expense and time consuming effort of surveying the Site for nests. However, tree removal/site clearing
be proposed during the bird nesting season, it is recommended that a qualified biologist conduct nesting
surveys to identify the presence of vulnerable nests (within 100 feet for passerines and 300 feet for raptors).
Recommended protocol is also provided in the event active nests are identified. In addition, standard Best
Management Practices (BMPs) would be required to be implemented by the project contractor once
anticipated future residential development occurs on-site, to ensure compliance with the Clean Water Act
(33 U.S.C. §1251 et seq. (1972)). Such BMPs may include the use of straw bales, fiber rolls, and/or silt fencing
structures to assure the minimization of erosion resulting from construction and to avoid runoff into sensitive
habitat areas, limiting ground disturbance to the minimum necessary, and stabilizing disturbed soil areas as
soon as feasible after construction is completed
Regarding archaeological and historical resources, on October 1, 2018, GDRCo’s consultant prepared and
delivered a Record Search Request to the Northwest Information Center (NWIC) to evaluate the potential
to encounter archaeological or historic resources at the Site, particularly when anticipated future
residential development occurs on-site. A Records Search Results letter from NWIC, dated October 17, 2018
(see Appendix E), noted that two prior archaeological/cultural resource studies have been conducted onsite and cover approximately 90 percent of the Site [S-015153 (Peak & Associates, Inc. 1993) and S-011902
(Roscoe 1989)]. The NWIC letter states that three resources have been recorded at the Site, including two
recorded Native American archaeological resources [P-08-000364 (Projectile Point #1) and P-08-000365
(Projectile Point #2)] and one historic-period cultural resource (P-08-000363, 467 Plank Road). There are no
recorded buildings or structures within or adjacent to the Site. Additionally, there are no Native American
resources in or adjacent to the Site referenced in the reviewed ethnographic literature. Further, the 1952
USGS Crescent City 15-minute topographic quadrangle fails to depict any buildings or structures within the
Site and there is a low possibility of identifying any buildings or structures 45 years or older on-site.
The NWIC letter noted there is a moderate potential for additional unrecorded Native American resources
and unrecorded historic-period at the Site. Given the identified resources on-site, including two recorded
Native American archaeological resources and one historic-period cultural resource, in addition to the
moderate potential for additional unrecorded Native American resources and historic-period
archaeological resources at the Site, several recommendations were provided by NWIC and are included
as Mitigation Measures CULT-1 through CULT-4, under Section V, Cultural Resources, of this Initial Study.
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Recommendations included in the Biological Study and the NWIC response letter have been incorporated
into the Initial Study as mitigation, which would minimize any potential impacts to a less-than-significant
level. A less than significant impact would occur.
XXI.b) There are no elements of the project that would result in a cumulatively considerable impact.
Preventative measures (Best Management Practices) would be implemented during project construction
to minimize potential impacts. In addition, with mitigation incorporated, all potential impacts associated
with the proposed project would be reduced to a less-than-significant level. A less than significant impact
would occur.
XXI.c) The project would not generate any potential direct or indirect environmental effect that would
have a substantial adverse impact on human beings including, but not limited to, exposure to geologic
hazards, air quality, water quality, traffic hazards, noise, and fire hazards. With mitigation incorporated, all
potential impacts associated with the proposed project would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
A less than significant impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES
No mitigation required.
FINDINGS
The proposed project would have a Less Than Significant Impact on Mandatory Findings of Significance.
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APPENDIX A
Mitigation and Monitoring Reporting Program (MMRP)

MITIGATION AND MONITORING PROGRAM
AESTHETICS
AES-1: In order to maintain existing forested views, minimize potential visual impacts, and provide visual
screening of the Site and anticipated future residential development, the project developer and
contractor shall retain existing trees along the Site’s boundaries to the maximum extent feasible.
AES-2: The County shall require future development on-site to use materials and building techniques to
minimize impacts from street and building lighting on day and nighttime views, including the use of:
hooded flood lights to prevent off-site light pollution; low reflectivity building materials, treated windows,
and muted colors to limit daytime glare; and exterior landscaping to shade buildings and decrease
reflectivity to neighboring developments and Highway 101.
AIR QUALITY
AIR-1: At all times, the project shall be constructed and operated in compliance with Rule 104, Subsection
D (Fugitive Dust Emissions) of the NCUAQMD’s Rules and Regulations to reduce the amount of fugitive dust
generated by construction and operation of the project. The project contractor and operator shall be
required to do the following:
•
Spray exposed soils with water during grading on a daily basis.
•
Suspend earthmoving and trenching activities when winds exceed 20 mph.
•
Cover haul-truck loads.
•
Remove tracked dirt from the paved roads adjacent to the construction zone and provide a
tire wash station at the Site’s entrances to reduce the amount of tracked dirt leaving the Site.
•
Immediately after grading, plant ground cover in disturbed areas or otherwise cover exposed
disturbed areas in a manner preventing windblown dust from leaving the project Site.
AIR-2: At all times, construction equipment utilized on-site shall be maintained in good condition to
minimize excessive exhaust emissions.
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Refer to Mitigation Measure AES-1 in Section I, Aesthetics, above.
BIO-1: A botanical survey and wetland delineation shall occur prior to applicable subdivision approval(s)
to determine the extent of riparian vegetation and top of bank and to determine necessary setback
distances from the on-site Class I and II watercourses so that these resources are adequately protected. If
Class I or II watercourses do not exist on a proposed project site, the necessity of an official botanical
survey and wetland delineation will be required on an as-needed basis to be determined by Community
Development Department staff.
BIO-2: Prior to a subdivision approval of lands encompassing any ponded areas on the existing timber
access road system, potentially affected ponded areas shall be surveyed and mapped in early spring to
confirm biological function and value. If necessary, mitigation shall be proposed to locate, develop, and
monitor successful pond development on-site. The location of the proposed mitigation area shall be an
addition to the proposed Class I stream setback and shall be sized at a 1:1 replacement.
BIO-3: Due to the potential for several special status bird species, including bird species protected under
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) to be present within the project boundaries, any proposed tree

removal or site clearing shall be conducted outside of the bird nesting season, which occurs between
March 1st and August 1st each year. If tree removal and/or site clearing is proposed during the bird nesting
season, then a qualified biologist shall determine the presence of vulnerable nests, within 100 feet for
passerines and 300 feet for raptors, of the proposed tree removal area and/or area to be cleared. Any
active nests within the abovementioned distances shall be allowed to complete their nesting or until the
qualified biologist determines they are no long active before removal may occur.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
CULT-1: Prior to a subdivision approval on lands encompassing or with the potential to affect the following
resources, a professional archaeologist shall assess the two recorded archaeological resources (P-08000364 and P-08-000365) and provide project-specific recommendations. In addition, at the time future
anticipated residential development is proposed, further archival and field study for the area proposed for
development shall occur and be required as part of the entitlements application submittal. Field study may
include, but is not limited to, pedestrian survey, hand auger sampling, shovel test units, or
geoarchaeological analyses as well as other common methods used to identify the presence of
archaeological resources.
CULT-2: If archaeological resources are encountered during construction, work shall be temporarily halted
in the vicinity of the discovered materials and a qualified archaeologist and the local tribes (Elk Valley
Rancheria and Tolowa Dee-ni’ Nation) shall be immediately contacted. Workers shall avoid altering the
materials and their context until a qualified professional archaeologist, in collaboration with the local tribes,
has evaluated the situation and provided appropriate recommendations. Project personnel shall not
collect cultural resources. [Native American resources include chert or obsidian flakes, projectile points,
mortars, and pestles; and dark friable soil containing shell and bone dietary debris, heat-affected rock, or
human burials. Historic-period resources include stone or adobe foundations or walls; structures and
remains with square nails; and refuse deposits or bottle dumps, often located in old wells or privies.]
CULT-3: Any identified cultural resources shall be recorded on DPR 523 historic resource recordation forms,
available online from the Office of Historic Preservation’s website:
http://ohp.parks.ca.gov/default.asp?page_id=1069.
CULT-4: If human remains are encountered on-site, all work must stop in the immediate vicinity of the
discovered remains and the County Coroner and a qualified archaeologist must be notified immediately
so that an evaluation can be performed. If the remains are deemed to be Native American and
prehistoric, the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) must be contacted by the Coroner so that
a “Most Likely Descendant” can be designated and further recommendations regarding treatment of the
remains is provided.

GEOLOGY AND SOILS
GEO-1: In the event that fossils or fossil-bearing deposits are discovered during anticipated future residential
construction on-site, the contractor shall notify a qualified paleontologist to examine the discovery and
excavations within 50 feet of the find shall be temporarily halted or diverted. The area of discovery shall be
protected to ensure that fossils are not removed, handled, altered, or damaged until the Site is properly
evaluated and further action is determined. The paleontologist shall document the discovery as needed, in
accordance with Society of Vertebrate Paleontology standards (Society of Vertebrate Paleontology 1995),
evaluate the potential resource, and assess the significance of the finding under the criteria set forth in
CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5. The paleontologist shall notify the appropriate agencies to determine

procedures that would be followed before construction is allowed to resume at the location of the find. If
the project proponent determines that avoidance is not feasible, the paleontologist shall prepare an
excavation plan for mitigating the effect of the project based on the qualities that make the resource
important. The plan shall be submitted to the County of Del Norte for review and approval prior to
implementation.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
See Mitigations Measures AIR-1 and AIR-2

NOISE
NOISE-1: Future development on-site shall observe a minimum setback of 251 feet from the centerline of
Highway 101.
NOISE-2: All future residential uses proposed on-site shall be designed to ensure that indoor noise levels do
not exceed 45 CNEL/Ldn.
NOISE-3: Neighboring landowners shall be notified of the consideration of subdivision applications creating
lots allowing for the future ability to generate significant construction-related noise.
NOISE-4: All equipment driven by internal combustion engines shall be equipped with mufflers, which are in
good condition and appropriate for the equipment. The construction contractor shall utilize “quiet” models
of air compressors and other stationary noise sources where technology exists. At all times during project
construction, stationary noise-generating equipment shall be located as far as practicable from sensitive
receptors and placed so that emitted noise is directed away from residences. Unnecessary idling of
internal combustion engines shall be prohibited. Construction staging areas shall be established at
locations that would create the greatest distance between the construction-related noise sources and
noise-sensitive receptors nearest the project Site during all project construction activities, to the extent
feasible. The construction contractor shall designate a “noise disturbance coordinator” who shall be
responsible for responding to any local complaints about construction noise. The disturbance coordinator
shall be responsible for determining the cause of the noise complaint (e.g., starting too early, poor muffler,
etc.) and instituting reasonable measures as warranted to correct the problem. A telephone number for
the disturbance coordinator shall be conspicuously posted at the construction site. Operation of
equipment or outside construction shall not occur between the nighttime hours of 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.

MITIGATION MEASURES
TRANS-1: Due to the length of time until future anticipated residential development may occur on-site and
the potential amount of development which may be developed on the Site, a formal traffic study shall be
required at the time a subdivision is proposed for the Site and included as part of the entitlement
application submitted to the County of Del Norte Community Development Department. Subsequent
subdivision applications may trigger the need for further formal traffic studies based on future need.
TRANS-2: At the time the Notice of Determination is posted, the applicant shall record a Notice of
Requirement for SB 743 Implementation that must be recorded against the properties associated with this
general plan and zoning amendment. “The total vehicle miles traveled (VMT) impacts for this project
(GPA2001/R2001) were determined to be 55 single family equivalents. At the time of circulating the
environmental document for this project, the Community Development Department determined that

payment in lieu of physical improvements to meet SB 743 mitigation obligations could not be accepted
since the County does not have a bank of credits to purchase from for the purpose of VMT mitigation.”
TRANS-3: Prior to the land use designation and zoning amendments taking full affect, the applicant for this
project (GPA2001/R2001) shall propose mitigation consistent with the 2020 Del Norte Region SB 743
Implementation Plan and acceptable to the Community Development Director. Upon approval of the
mitigation, the applicant shall submit road improvement plans to the Engineering and Surveying Division for
review and acceptance. The plans shall be prepared by a California Registered Civil Engineer. The road
improvement plans must include mitigation for at least the VMT impacts created by 55 single family
equivalents. The resolution of the Board of Supervisors in amending the general plan and zoning of the
property the shall reference the mitigation and monitoring plan, including this mitigation measure, as
required by CEQA.

UTILITIES
UTIL-1: Prior to the land use designation and zoning amendments taking full affect, the applicant shall install
a test well within the Battery Formation and perform an extended period pumping test, and provide the
results of the extended period pumping test to the County of Del Norte for review and acceptance.
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INTERSECTION - WITH GRAVEL SHOULDER
				TURN-AROUND

ACO
DRAWN

GREEN DIAMOND RESOURCE CO.
HWY 101 / WONDER STUMP RD. FORT DICK

DEAD END ROADS
ROAD LENGTH		# LOTS
“A”		850’		3 - LOTS
“B” 		 850’		 3 - LOTS
“C”		650’		7 - LOTS
“D”		500’		3 - LOTS

60 - 3 ACRE PARCELS

ENTRY POINT (600 FEET APART)

FORT DICKS FLATS - LOT ANALYSIS

NO.

HISTORY / REVISION

BY CHK.

DATE

60 - 3 Acre Lots

BKS

CHECK
APPROVED
DATE
JOB NUMBER
DRAWING

6/16/2020
6872.19
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ACO
GREEN DIAMOND RESOURCE CO.
HWY 101 / WONDER STUMP RD. FORT DICK

DEAD END ROADS
ROAD LENGTH		# LOTS
“A”		950’		1 - LOT
“B” 		 450’		 2 - LOTS
“C”		450’		2 - LOTS

35 - 5 ACRE PARCELS

ENTRY POINT (600 FEET APART)

FORT DICKS FLATS - LOT ANALYSIS

NO.

HISTORY / REVISION

BY CHK.

DATE

35 - 5 Acre Lots

INTERSECTION - WITH GRAVEL SHOULDER
				TURN-AROUND

DRAWN

BKS

CHECK
APPROVED
DATE
JOB NUMBER
DRAWING

6/16/2020
6872.19

2

INTERSECTION - WITH GRAVEL SHOULDER
				TURN-AROUND

ACO
DRAWN

GREEN DIAMOND RESOURCE CO.
HWY 101 / WONDER STUMP RD. FORT DICK

DEAD END ROADS
ROAD LENGTH		# LOTS
“A”		950’		3 - LOTS
“B” 		 220’		 1 - LOT
“C”		450’		2 - LOTS
“D”		550’		4 - LOTS

44 3 & 5 ACRE PARCELS

ENTRY POINT (600 FEET APART)

FORT DICKS FLATS - LOT ANALYSIS

NO.

HISTORY / REVISION

BY CHK.

DATE

22 - 3 Acre Lots
22 - 5 Acre Lots
44 Total Lots

BKS

CHECK
APPROVED
DATE
JOB NUMBER
DRAWING

6/16/2020
6872.19
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